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Abstract in English 

Sustainability is increasingly integrated into innovation and planning processes, yet the 

term is often incompletely or implicitly conceptualized and operationalized in those 

contexts. Operationalizing sustainability requires consideration of actions across sectors 

and across spatial and temporal dimensions. Sustainability is also inherently relational 

and systemic, and understanding interactions between individual components and the 

system as a whole is key to operationalizing the term. Approaching sustainability from 

a relational and dynamic perspective demands consideration of feedback and change 

over time. This points to the suitability of systems methods for understanding and 

operationalizing this term.  

This thesis addresses the broad research question: How can systems approaches help 

understand and inform transitions towards sustainability? Within this scope, 

sustainability is conceptualized and operationalized in several ways. First, key facets of 

sustainability are identified that can support definition of innovation problems. Second, 

systems mapping methods are implemented in sustainability-oriented innovation 

processes to better highlight sustainability aspects. Third, system dynamics modeling is 

applied to an urban policy implementation case to illustrate interactions and synergies 

between stormwater management policies.  

The primary conclusion of this thesis is that system methods have the potential to 

improve problem definitions for innovation and planning processes and to foster shared 

learning about complex sustainability issues. In particular, the methods developed in 

this thesis support more nuanced and complex thinking about sustainability and are 

perceived as useful by various types of practitioners. In addition, understanding urban 

policy innovations from a systems perspective can help identify potential goal conflicts 

and help optimize implementation. Though defining and operationalizing sustainability 

remains a challenge, efforts to further develop the concept and its application can still 

provide valuable guidance. As sustainability challenges continue to grow, the demand 

for such guidance will only become more urgent.  
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Sammendrag på norsk 

Bærekraft integreres i økende grad i innovasjons- og planleggingsprosesser, men 

begrepet blir ofte ufullstendig eller implisitt konseptualisert og operasjonalisert. Å 

operasjonalisere bærekraft krever vurdering av handlinger på tvers av dimensjoner 

som rom, tid, og sektorer. Bærekraft er i seg selv et relasjonelt og systemisk begrep, og 

det er derfor avgjørende å ha en forståelse av samspillet mellom individuelle 

komponenter og systemet som helhet. Å tilnærme seg bærekraft fra et relasjonelt og 

dynamisk perspektiv krever dermed evaluering av tilbakekoblinger og endringer over 

tid. Dette peker på at systemmetoder er egnet for å forstå og operasjonalisere begrepet 

om bærekraft. 

Denne avhandlingen tar opp det overordnede forskningsspørsmålet: Hvordan kan 

systemtilnærminger bidra til å forstå og informere overganger mot bærekraft? Innenfor 

denne rammen blir bærekraft konseptualisert og operasjonalisert på flere måter. For 

det første identifiseres sentrale aspekter ved bærekraft som kan understøtte en 

definisjon av innovasjonsproblemer. For det andre implementeres 

systemkartleggingsmetoder i bærekraftsorienterte innovasjonsprosesser for å bedre 

belyse ulike bærekraftsaspekter. For det tredje brukes systemdynamisk modellering og 

simulering for å forstå implementering av urban politikk, og for å illustrere samspill og 

synergier mellom ulike grep for håndtering av overvann. 

Hovedkonklusjonen i denne avhandlingen er at systemmetoder har potensiale til å 

forbedre problemdefinisjoner for innovasjons- og planleggingsprosesser, og til å 

fremme felles læring og forståelse av komplekse bærekraftsproblemer. Spesielt støtter 

metodene utviklet i denne avhandlingen en mer nyansert og kompleks tenkning om 

bærekraft som oppfattes som nyttig av ulike typer praktikere.  

I tillegg kan et systemperspektiv og systemforståelse av urbane politiske innovasjoner 

bidra til å identifisere potensielle målkonflikter, samt optimalisere implementering. Å 

definere og operasjonalisere bærekraft er fortsatt en utfordring, men bidrag  til 
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videreutvikling av begrepet og dets anvendelse gir verdifull veiledning og retning. 

Ettersom bærekraftsutfordringene fortsetter å vokse, vil behovet for slik veiledning 

bare bli mer presserende. 
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“Those of us who have talked about sustainability for a long time have stopped defining 

it. We sometimes say that it’s like jazz, or quality, or democracy — you don’t know it 

by defining it, you know it by experiencing it, by grooving with it, by living it — or 

perhaps by mourning its absence.” (Meadows, 1995) 

 

“The nature of systems is a continuing perception and deception, a continuing re-

viewing of the world, of the whole system, and of its components. The essence of the 

systems approach, therefore, is confusion as well as enlightenment. The two are 

inseparable aspects of human living.” (Churchman, 1968, p. 231) 
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1. Introduction 

Sustainability is a broad and normative concept, with shifting and evolving definitions 

that have grown out of a desire to ensure that both current and future generations can 

meet their own needs without compromising planetary life support systems (Brundtland, 

1987; Nagatsu et al., 2020; Shahadu, 2016). In an applied context, sustainability has 

implicit characteristics that require explicit consideration in innovation and planning 

settings. This thesis strives to structure sustainability’s relevant characteristics and 

operationalize the concept for these complex contexts. I use systems methods to explore 

and understand diverse settings in which the concept of sustainability is applied, and I 

develop tools that can support a coherent application of sustainability by practitioners. 

 

In particular, I identify and address three major research gaps. First, there is a conceptual 

gap for how sustainability is defined and understood in relation to innovations, including 

policy innovations. Second, a methodological gap is found in the lack of tools and 

practices that support defining sustainability problems. Third, there is an 

implementation gap defined by the challenges of implementing policies with 

sustainability aims, which can involve complex feedbacks, tradeoffs, and goal conflicts 

that are poorly understood. Together, these gaps track sustainability from an ambiguous 

concept to its practical application (figure 1). In sum, I argue for a reflexive and systemic 

approach to sustainability that accounts for social, ecological, and technological 

interactions.  
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In the following sections of this introduction, I present salient characteristics of 

sustainability for the contexts addressed in this thesis (section 1.1), explain the relevance 

of the innovation and urban contexts for sustainability questions (section 1.2), and 

briefly present the systems approaches used to address sustainability (section 1.3).  

1.1 Sustainability characteristics 

The way sustainability is conceptualized has implications for its practical applications 

in real-life situations. As a lens, sustainability directs attention to particular aspects of 

complex problems. In framing the research in this thesis, and applying sustainability to 

innovation and planning contexts, there are several aspects of sustainability that are 

particularly salient. 

 

Working towards sustainability requires consideration of multidimensional targets, 

including environmental, social, and economic impacts (Buhl et al., 2019; Videira, 

Antunes, Santos, & Lopes, 2010). As sustainability is inherently multidimensional, 

operationalizing sustainability requires careful attention to actions and impacts across 

sectors and an appreciation of interrelations and interdependencies across spatial and 

temporal scales, including future generations (Gibson, 2006; Hjorth & Bagheri, 2006; 

Figure 1, Illustration of how articles in the thesis relate to different modes of sustainability. Roman 

numerals refer to the article number on previous page. 
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Videira et al., 2010). This also leads to an understanding of sustainability as a process-

oriented concept. Working towards sustainability requires a negotiation of relationships 

among shifting targets, goals, ambitions, and real-world conditions that will vary over 

time. This “relational unfolding” means that approaching or maintaining sustainability 

requires constant adjustment across its interrelations and interdependencies, even as one 

moves closer to a normative sustainable future (West, Haider, Stålhammar, & 

Woroniecki, 2020).   

 

Sustainability is a system property, rather than a property of elements in the system 

(Gaziulusoy, 2015; Lanhoso & Coelho, 2021). This has implications for individuals 

embedded in a society and the many interlinkages and feedbacks among individuals and 

communities. Sustainability at the individual level depends on and is inextricably linked 

with sustainability at the societal level (Ruggerio, 2021). In addition, the consequences 

of working towards or achieving sustainability may be different at the individual versus 

the societal level, raising questions of social justice and equity (Bennett, Blythe, 

Cisneros-Montemayor, Singh, & Sumaila, 2019). Individuals may need to change their 

lifestyles and livelihoods in ways that are difficult or uncomfortable in order to move 

towards sustainability at the societal level. Changes that may be experienced as negative 

at the individual level may have emergent positive impacts at the societal level. This has 

implications for which tools are appropriate for working with sustainability and points 

to the imperative of considering both individuals and society in an explicitly systems 

perspective (Bennett et al., 2019). This systems quality has implications for what level(s) 

of society actions should target and where impacts can expect to be felt. 

 

As a normative concept, sustainability is animated by visions of what a desirable future 

could look like in addition to more fixed attributes (Schlaile et al., 2017). The term is 

context and people dependent and imbued by worldviews. From this perspective, 
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sustainability will always be contested, but that does not mean that it’s meaningless 

(Ramsey, 2015). Rather, the normative aspect of sustainability should be considered an 

integral element that tethers the definition of the term to a specific use and context. 

 

Lastly, sustainability cannot be predicted; it can only be identified in retrospect 

(Costanza & Patten, 1995). Only when we look back on how a system has behaved can 

we assess that system’s sustainability as an emergent quality. While we are surrounded 

by obvious examples of what “unsustainable” looks like, finding examples of 

sustainable systems can be more difficult. This can make it challenging to operationalize 

the concept, and to describe a desirable future (in an innovation process or in a scenario) 

when we have few examples on which to base our visions.  

 

These characteristics of sustainability as a concept need to be considered when applying 

sustainability to specific contexts. Summarizing across these characteristics, as outlined 

in Wilkerson (unpublished manuscript), one should consider that sustainability is:  

 

� Dynamic across sectoral, spatial, and temporal scales:  

As an inherently dynamic concept, operationalizing sustainability requires a 

comprehensive consideration of actions and impacts across sectors (such as 

environment, society, and economy) and a recognition of interrelations and 

interdependency across spatial and temporal scales, including future generations 

(Gibson, 2006; Hjorth & Bagheri, 2006; Videira et al., 2010). Actions towards 

sustainability should be robust to nonlinear dynamics and a range of potential 

conditions.  
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� Relational and systemic:  

Sustainability is a relational property that arises from dynamic system interactions 

(Shahadu, 2016). Only when the system as a whole is sustainable can the individual 

components of the system be considered sustainable (Gaziulusoy, 2015). Stakeholders 

are central actors situated in specific contexts who influence and are influenced by 

community and environment relations, and knowledge is always positioned and partial 

(Leach, Stirling, & Scoones, 2010). 

� Emergent:  

Overlaying relational and dynamic understandings highlights the emergent aspects of 

sustainability as a complex system. The emergent qualities of systems mean that the 

consequences of working towards or achieving sustainability may be different at the 

individual versus the societal level, raising questions of relational interlinkages and just 

transformations (Bennett et al., 2019; Jerneck et al., 2011). Unfolding relationships 

among people and places reveal emergent dynamics that demand reflexive and iterative 

approaches (Gaziulusoy & Brezet, 2015). Sustainability is a deeply normative concept, 

with descriptions of a desired state that are embedded in and emerge from social 

interactions and worldviews (Schlaile et al., 2017). 

1.2 Contexts 

The characteristics of sustainability as a concept have implications for how we envision 

and plan for the future. Working towards sustainability will require innovations in how 

we live, work, and relate to each other and the world around us. Designing appropriate 

innovations requires a deeper engagement with sustainability’s characteristics and an 

understanding of the potential near- and long-term impact of those innovations from a 

comprehensive and dynamic perspective. This thesis explores, applies, and 

operationalizes this understanding of sustainability in two different contexts, using 

systems approaches.  
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First, innovation processes are increasingly incorporating sustainability as a goal. 

Participants in sustainability-oriented innovation (SOI) processes often struggle with 

defining the innovation problem with adequate consideration of sustainability’s 

characteristics. Though innovation can be broadly defined as “new ways of thinking and 

new ways of doing” (van den Hove, McGlade, Mottet, & Depledge, 2012), typical 

innovation processes are focused on individual products or services. These innovations 

result in only minor improvements in sustainability terms (Gaziulusoy & Brezet, 2015), 

yet SOI will often require solutions that move beyond incremental adjustments on a 

product or technology level (Buhl et al., 2019). In this thesis I examine innovation 

processes and integrate system methods into problem definition activities to better 

capture important attributes of sustainability that can be overlooked.  

 

Second, in complex urban environments, planning and implementing policies for 

sustainability can have unintended consequences, goal conflicts, or lack optimization. 

Cities are highly interconnected, complex, adaptive systems (McPhearson, Haase, 

Kabisch, & Gren, 2016). Climate projections for Europe foresee an increase in 

precipitation extremes (Nikulin, Kjellstro, Hansson, Strandberg, & Ullerstig, 2011), and 

concentrations of people in urban areas can increase vulnerability to climate disasters 

and extreme events. Ongoing densification in cities also increases the amount of hard, 

impermeable surfaces in the city, increasing the challenges of adapting to a changing 

climate, such as managing stormwater. I use quantitative and qualitative systems 

approaches to understand policy implementation and tradeoffs in cities as social-

ecological-technological systems (SETS). 

 

Together, these two contexts take sustainability from conceptualization, to methods for 

application, and on to implementation. My work in the innovation context focuses on 
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improving understandings and definitions of sustainability issues. Within this context, 

I’ve engaged with both the private sector and education sector. A central challenge is 

how to enable and support comprehensive and coherent definitions of sustainability 

issues. My work with urban planning and stormwater management moves beyond 

problem definition to focus on implementation of sustainability policies. This work 

focuses on policy implementation and on anticipating policy tradeoffs. Collectively, 

these contexts and applications provide a broader picture of how sustainability could be 

operationalized to realize desirable outcomes and traces aspects of sustainability from 

conceptualization to operationalization and implementation. 

1.3 Systems thinking approaches 

These contexts are considered using systems approaches. Beneath the broad umbrella of 

systems thinking and systems approaches are a number of quantitative and qualitative 

approaches which can generate different levels of insights (Barbrook-Johnson & Penn, 

2022; Cabrera, Cabrera, & Midgley, 2021). Regardless of the specific systems method 

used, systems approaches generally include an understanding of a system as a bounded 

and interconnected set of elements set in relation to each other (see for example 

(Bertalanffy, 1968; Meadows, 2008). Systems thinking, sensu lato, can help address the 

intertwined drivers and relationships that characterize sustainability issues (Seto et al., 

2012). A systems thinking approach typically includes a focus on feedback and 

awareness that a system’s structure creates its behavior. It provides a transdisciplinary 

perspective in which no single sector is more important than another (McPhearson, 

Haase, et al., 2016). 

 

Systems thinking has experienced a “Cambrian explosion” of methods in recent years 

(Cabrera et al., 2021), and there is often confusion among overlapping methods, 

terminology, and names. For example, what I call “systems mapping” in this thesis is 

considered a single approach (more or less equivalent to causal loop diagraming or 
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group model building) by some, while others consider “systems mapping” to be a 

broader term that encompasses a suite of different quantitative and qualitative systems 

methodologies (Barbrook-Johnson & Penn, 2022).  

 

In the context of this thesis, I use both systems mapping and group model building to 

describe a method of guiding participants through a process of generating a shared map 

and understanding of a complex system. My intention with using the term “systems 

mapping” (as opposed to causal loop diagraming, participatory system dynamics, or 

group model building, which are all terms used at times for similar methodologies) is 

not to seed confusion but rather to appeal to non-experts who may otherwise be 

unfamiliar with systems methodologies and who may be confused or intimidated by the 

more technical wording in other names. Thus, when writing about methodology to a 

systems modeling audience in the System Dynamics Review, I use the name “group 

model building” (Wilkerson et al., 2020), while when writing about new approaches for 

sustainability-oriented innovation to a general audience in Thinking Skills and 

Creativity, I use the name “systems mapping” (Wilkerson & Trellevik, 2021).  

 

I make use of two systems methods in this thesis. Systems mapping can enable 

knowledge co-production and enlarge or reframe stakeholders’ perspectives. This 

method is used primarily in the innovation context. Quantitative system dynamics 

modeling can help identify tipping points and optimize policy implementation. This 

method is applied to understanding urban sustainability policies. In this thesis I include 

applications of both of these methods to address operationalization and implementation 

of sustainability across contexts. How these methods fit within the “family tree” of 

systems thinking methods is discussed in section 2.5. 
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2. Literature review 

In this section, I outline the primary fields of scholarship that I draw on in this thesis, 

including sustainability science approaches to sustainability, sustainability-oriented 

innovation, social-ecological-technological systems, blue-green infrastructure, and 

systems methods.  

 

2.1 Operationalizing sustainability  

Pursuing a definition of sustainability can be like entering a thicket of endlessly forking 

paths. Definitions diverge, overlap, evolve, and blink out. It’s not surprising, then, that 

many researchers simply hop over defining this well-used term and take a stance similar 

to US supreme court justice Potter Stewart’s definition of “hard core pornography”: “I 

know it when I see it” (1964). It can be easier to say what’s not sustainable than to define 

what is sustainable. Yet sustainability does have meaning, and the concept is employed 

in countless contexts that shape the decisions we make, delineate the problems we focus 

on, and define policy directions. 

 

As a normative term, sustainability is imbued by how we approach the world and the 

breadth and depth of our ambitions for the future. We cannot “define our way to clarity” 

(Ramsey, 2015). Rather, it is through acts of engaging with and performing 

sustainability that the term becomes tangible. The term can only be meaningful in 

relation to its context (Ramsey, 2015), and sustainability can only truly be recognized 

in retrospect (Costanza & Patten, 1995). At the same time, businesses and organizations 

require guidelines and measurable objectives if they are to make progress towards a 

desirable, sustainable future (White, 2013).  
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This is a central tension for operationalizing sustainability: on the one hand, there is an 

endless demand for measures and indicators for operationalizing sustainability. On the 

other hand, as we employ the term in social context and practice, appropriate measures 

and indicators – indeed, even who and what sustainability is for – will inevitably change. 

The term cannot be defined “from above” (Ramsey, 2015). This thesis operates within 

this central tension – between the desire to provide usable, concrete guidance for 

working with and towards sustainability and the recognition that any such guidance, if 

it is to be useful, depends deeply on context and is almost certainly ephemeral.  

 

In situating this tension, it’s worth exploring some of the definitions of sustainability 

and the dimensions along which various incarnations of the term can be placed. While 

we cannot “define our way to clarity,” we can examine definitions to understand what 

they say about how sustainability has been operationalized in various points in time and 

contexts. In general, the concept of sustainability has changed over time and across 

disciplines and applications, becoming both broader and more diffuse. Faber et al.’s 

(2005) analysis provide a useful entry point for considering how sustainability has been 

conceptualized and what implications that can have for how the concept is employed. 

Presented here in an abbreviated form, the authors identify two continua, which I will 

illustrate using two different definitions of sustainability. The first is the definition of 

sustainable development presented in the UN 1987 report Our Common Future (also 

known as the Brundtland report). In that document, sustainable development should 

“meet the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations 

to meet their own needs”  (Brundtland, 1987). The second definition comes from the 

field sustainability science. Shahadu (2016) describes sustainability as “the goal of 

keeping the productive capacity of life support systems in harmony with the demands 

placed on them, at all times.” These definitions are chosen for their familiar yet 

contrasting framing of the concept. 
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The first continuum defined by Faber et al. considers the goal orientation for the change 

towards sustainability (figure 2). One end of the axis is the “absolute perspective,” that 

is, embedding an idealized end state in the definition. The other end is the “relative 

perspective,” in which sustainability is defined relative to the current situation. The 

Brundtland (1987) definition’s emphasis on “future generations” as its reference point 

puts it on the absolute end of the continuum. In contrast, Shahadu’s (2016) focus on 

harmony “at all times” situates sustainability as a concept that is always relative to the 

current situation. 

  

 

Figure 2, Goal orientation continuum based on Faber et al. (2005), which ranges from an absolute, 

idealized end state to a relative goal in reference to current conditions. 

The second continuum in Faber et al.’s framework considers the relationship between 

the object of sustainability and its environment (figure 3). Along this continuum, the 

relationship can be considered static or dynamic. In a static relationship, the object is 

dynamic but its environment isn’t (though it may have resource limits). From this 

perspective, the Brundtland (1987) definition can also be considered static, as it assumes 

that underlying social and environmental structures remain constant (Faber, Jorna, & 

Van Engelen, 2005). At the dynamic end of the axis, both the artifact and its environment 

are subject to both exogenous and endogenous forces that require continuous adaptation 

in order to be sustainable. Thus sustainable is no longer conceived as an achievable goal 

but as continuous process of improvement that requires constant effort (Faber et al., 

2005). Shahadu’s (2016) definition, with its emphasis on an active process towards 

harmony, can be considered dynamic.  
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Figure 3, Continuum based on Faber et al. 2005 that illustrates the relationship between the object of 

sustainability and its environment. The continuum ranges from static (sustainability as a goal) to 

dynamic (sustainability as a process). 

Over time, definitions of sustainability have tended to migrate from absolute to relative, 

and from static to dynamic, reflecting a broader and more relational vision of 

sustainability (Faber et al., 2005). The sustainability science literature, in particular, 

reflects these shifts, and explicitly relational and dynamic approaches to social-

ecological systems are standard (Clark & Harley, 2019; Schlüter et al., 2022). It should 

be noted, however, that one of the challenges of working with sustainability and its 

definitions is not just how the term has evolved over time but also how easily the term 

attracts modifiers. Sustainable development, sustainability science, corporate 

sustainability, and social sustainability – to name a few – will naturally define 

sustainability within its own modified context. Thus noting that one conceptualization 

is more relative, or more dynamic, than another is not a judgement against the quality 

of that conceptualization but rather an acknowledgement of where the term is situated 

and used.  

 

A complementary framing can be extrapolated from Helfgott’s (2018) work on 

resilience, and supported from various sources that have worked on sustainability. 

Interrogating definitions of sustainability with questions such as “of what” (what is 

being sustained) and “for whom” (for whom is it being sustained) can expose the 

framing of the term (Table 1). Sustainability “of what” is a question raised by Costanza 

and Patten (1995) and by Faber et al. (2005). Sustainability “for whom” is a question 

found in work by Ruggerio (2021) (who addresses geographic area) and Gunder (2006) 

(who questions who benefits from sustainability measures). An additional question, “to 
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what end,” is not part of Helfgott’s framing of resilience, but is especially important 

when considering sustainability. Sustainability is normative and defined, in part, by our 

articulated ambitions, so answering “to what end” is integral to understanding the 

normative dimension of a sustainability definition. “To what end” is a question raised 

by Schlaile et al.  (2017), who ask, “what future do we want?” in an innovation context, 

and Schneider et al.  (2019), who encourage sustainability science researchers to engage 

in sustainability visions. Together, answers to these questions can help reveal the 

framing of sustainability that is used and how it is being operationalized in a specific 

context. In Table 1, I present these framing questions, with examples for how they could 

be answered, and a revisiting of the Brundtland (1987) and Shahadu (2016) definitions 

of sustainability.  

 

Table 1, Questions for framing and operationalizing sustainability. 

Sustainability 

questions 

Description Example answers Brundtland 

(1987) 

Shahadu 

(2016) 

Of what What do we want to 
sustain? What is the 
focal object for the 
definition? 

Innovation 
product; 
Environmental 
resources; 
Society 

Development Life support 
systems 

For whom Who are the primary 
beneficiaries if 
actions towards 
sustainability are 
taken? 

Current and/or 
future generations; 
Non-human 
beings; 
Geographically or 
politically limited 
areas 

Future 
generations 

Present 
generations 

To what end What is the 
vision/goal? What is 
the desirable future 
that can be achieved 
if actions towards 
sustainability are 
taken? 

Resource self-
sufficiency; 
human wellbeing; 
human dignity 

Meeting human 
needs 

Harmony 
between 
capacity and 
demand 
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Sustainability is a concept in flux. As understandings of system interactions becomes 

more nuanced, understandings of sustainability become broader (expanding boundaries 

and time frames), and it can become more difficult to capture essential elements that 

comprise sustainability. Sustainability cannot be reduced to a succinct and universal 

definition, as the “systems are too complex, the constituencies too varied, and the 

applications are too diverse” (White, 2013). Yet, in order to be usable and relevant to 

specific contexts and decision making, there is a need to identify and “re-gather” these 

elements to create a coherent understanding of sustainability, even as this understanding 

is temporary and will be replaced by new understandings. The characteristics listed in 

section 1.1 are an example of salient aspects of sustainability for specific contexts, in 

this case innovation and planning. Identifying key elements of sustainability for specific 

uses and contexts can make this often nebulous concept more practicable and 

constructive. Doing so is not merely an exercise in conceptual clarity but defines a 

worldview of what we prioritize and how we interact with the world (Ramsey, 2015).  

2.2 Sustainability-oriented innovation   

One context in which how sustainability is operationalized plays an important role is 

sustainability-oriented innovation (SOI). SOI is often distinguished from other types of 

innovation processes by its characteristics such as accounting for a long time horizon, 

setting a given problem in a larger context, and considering multidimensional targets 

(Buhl et al., 2019), yet those aspects are not always explicit. In many SOI processes, 

sustainability is not directly operationalized, and problem statements or descriptions are 

often absent or vague (Buhl et al., 2019). Yet how sustainability is understood in a SOI 

process, and therefore how the innovation problem is defined, has a significant impact 

on the scope of innovation process and the ambitions of the resulting innovation.  

 

In the innovation context, sustainability’s often implied and assumed qualities can make 

room for a broad variety of understandings and expectations (Nagatsu et al., 2020). In a 
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positive sense, the open-ended nature of sustainability can accommodate diverse 

responses to complex challenges (Savaget, Geissdoerfer, Kharrazi, & Evans, 2019). Yet 

in a negative view, sustainability can be described as a concept that “lacks consensus 

and direction” (Faber et al., 2005; Hjorth & Bagheri, 2006). A more serious threat is that 

sustainability’s ambiguous and drifting qualities as a concept can be exploited to create 

a pacifying “win-win” discourse that hides real, essential tradeoffs (Ben-Eli, 2018; 

Savaget et al., 2019). This can be especially troubling in innovation arenas, where 

poorly-conceived sustainability “solutions” can have deleterious side effects. 

 

Where one’s definition of sustainable falls along Faber et al.’s (2005) continua has 

implications for the scale and scope of the innovation process and its resulting 

innovation. For example, an innovation process grounded in an absolute, static 

perspective may be more likely to result in innovations in the form of products or 

services that may underestimate their broader impacts on society. An innovation process 

that takes an explicitly relative and dynamic view of sustainability will naturally take 

societal perspectives and shifting environmental conditions into account, creating the 

space for transformative innovations at the system level (Clark & Harley, 2019). More 

relational and dynamic conceptualizations of sustainability require more complex 

responses to address sustainability issues. Innovation aimed at sustainability should 

have a systems and societal scope that accounts for multidimensional targets (Buhl et 

al., 2019).  

 

In addition, parallels to this transition in how sustainability is defined can also be seen 

in how SOI practices have  progressed. As discussed by Adams et al. (2016), and 

expanded on by Ceschin and Gaziulusoy (2019), SOI best practices have evolved from 

a narrow technical- and product-centric focus towards a focus on system level changes 

(Ceschin & Gaziulusoy, 2019). This change can be mapped along two dimensions 
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(figure 4). First, the insular/systemic axis describes a progression from innovations 

which address a firm’s internal issues toward a focus on making changes to the wider 

socio-technical (or socio-technical-ecological) systems. This axis describes the scope of 

the innovation. Second, the technology/people axis ranges from a techno-centric and 

incremental view of innovation to human-centric perspectives in which user practices 

and behavior play a fundamental role in SOI (Ceschin & Gaziulusoy, 2019). They 

further envision moving beyond human-centric to earth-centric as a necessary expansion 

towards sustainability transformations. Ceschin and Gaziulusoy (2019) describe the 

potential positive impact for sustainability as increasing the further out one is along these 

axes. 

 

 

Figure 4, SOI levels, simplified based on Ceschin and Gaziulusoy (2019). The yellow arrow indicates 

increasing potential for a positive impact for sustainability. 
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Progressing along the axes in figure 4 depends not only on how sustainability is 

operationalized but also on how the innovation problem is defined. Defining the scope 

of the problem sets the boundaries for where innovative solutions can be developed. A 

problem defined too narrowly can restrict the room for available solutions and could 

lead to innovations that are too limited to have a meaningful contribution towards 

sustainability (Hoolohan & Browne, 2020). Yet, as outlined in Wilkerson and Trellevik 

(2021), problem definition is an often overlooked phase in SOI, and current SOI 

processes are usually characterized by absent or vague problem statements (Buhl et al., 

2019).  

 

Further, traditional approaches to innovation, such as design thinking methodologies, 

tend to target individual users and their needs when defining the problem. This focus, 

though valuable, can exclude the broader, cross-sectoral and systems perspectives 

needed to adequately define a sustainability-related problem. A key research question 

for SOI is how innovation methodologies such as design thinking can engage in 

reconfiguring social, political, and material systems in support of sustainability aims 

(Hoolohan & Browne, 2020). Systems approaches, including systems mapping, can help 

address this need (Wilkerson & Trellevik, 2021). 

 

2.3 Social-ecological-technological systems (SETS) 

Cities are complex systems with dynamics among social, built, and environmental 

sectors that are often poorly understood and difficult to capture and quantify 

(Bettencourt, Lobo, Helbing, Kühnert, & West, 2007). In the context of transitions 

towards sustainability, this incomplete understanding of urban dynamics can lead to 

poorly implemented policies or counterintuitive outcomes. Complex system 
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interdependencies can lead to many possible urban transition pathways with very 

different sustainability outcomes (Webb et al., 2018). Advancing urban systems science 

requires new approaches that can provide insight and guidance on how to make our cities 

more sustainable, resilient, equitable, and livable (McPhearson, Haase, et al., 2016). 

 

Successfully planning for and managing of urban areas requires an understanding of 

how the diverse components of a city interact to create patterns and processes that 

influence urban system dynamics (McPhearson, Haase, et al., 2016; McPhearson, 

Pickett, et al., 2016). Driving forces in urban areas include socioeconomic, political, 

technological, natural, and cultural dynamics (Haase and Schwarz 2007). Relationships 

in urban areas are complex, intertwined, and dynamic, and feedback loops, 

nonlinearities, and emergent phenomena are the norm (Seto et al., 2012). 

 

Social-ecological systems (SES) are well-established conceptual frameworks for 

exploring and understanding complex human-nature interactions. Human and natural 

systems are tightly interwoven with multiple dependencies and feedback effects. In an 

urban context, these complex interactions are mediated by human-built infrastructure, 

such as roads, buildings, and sewer systems (McPhearson, Haase, et al., 2016). Most 

SES perspectives view technological systems as a subset of social systems, yet in an 

urban context, technological systems and their attendant infrastructure have long 

lifespans that exert strong path dependencies and lock-ins that can constrain policy 

options (Markolf et al., 2018).  

 

In contrast, from an engineering perspective, technological systems can take precedence 

over social and ecological systems, and traditional infrastructure planning approaches 

can treat social and ecological domains as external design conditions rather than 
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embedded system characteristics (Kim et al., 2022). While social, ecological, and 

technological systems can often be decoupled in planning and management, in reality 

they are tightly intertwined. Infrastructure systems are typically relatively inflexible, 

rigid, and long-lasting (obdurate), and they can exert significant influence and agency 

relative to social and ecological systems (Markolf et al., 2018). Broadening a SES 

approach to explicitly consider technological interactions helps contextualize the role of 

infrastructure in shaping interdependencies in complex urban systems. Social, 

ecological, and technological spheres are increasingly interconnected and 

interdependent in an urban context (Markolf et al., 2018).  

 

Social-ecological-technological systems (SETS) merge these two perspectives through 

acknowledging the strong influence of infrastructure within the complex interactions 

among social and ecological systems (fig. 5). SETS can be defined as “interacting 

natural and human systems in which the technological component represents the 

increasingly complex realm of interaction between the human and natural systems” 

(Cosens et al., 2021). Accounting for the emergent and interconnected nature of SETS 

allows for a fuller exploration and development of the solution space for infrastructure 

in changing environments and extreme events (Markolf et al., 2018). The SETS 

perspective helps reveal the complex causality of infrastructure opportunities, 

constraints, and failures (Markolf et al., 2018). 

 

Urban green infrastructure, in particular green stormwater management, is a realm in 

which these complex interactions are particularly pronounced. By highlighting technical 

aspects as a third component (instead of placing them under social systems) the SETS 

framework adds focus to the lock-in and path dependencies that are integral 

characteristics of technological systems. These characteristics are especially important 

for urban stormwater management, where long-lived infrastructure can reduce adaptive 
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capacity and exert a large influence on innovation potential and policymaking. The role 

of urban infrastructure can be decisive for how human-nature interactions unfold and 

how vulnerabilities and interdependencies are created and experienced. Identifying S, 

E, and T aspects of research framings or policy interventions can help illuminate how 

that work is situated in the urban context and where the ambitions for impact are 

targeted. 

 

 

Figure 5, Conceptual diagram of social-ecological-technological systems, taken from (McPhearson et 

al., 2022). 
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While SETS framings acknowledge the inherent systemic complexity of these 

interacting realms, there are few SETS studies that take an explicitly systems approach 

to understanding SETS (though see (Markolf et al., 2018)). Systems thinking and 

awareness of corresponding structures and dynamics are a particularly underdeveloped 

aspect of urban planning and analysis, especially in cross-cutting issues such as water 

and ecosystem management (Wolfram, 2019). In many cities, there’s a widespread 

deficit in dealing with both complex problems and sustainability (Wolfram, 2019). 

There is a need for new approaches for understanding SETS.  

 

The SETS framework is able to bring together and conceptualize different topics and 

processes, but it does not provide defined analytical or methodological approaches 

(Branny et al., 2022). The framework operates at the conceptual level. As recent 

literature has coalesced around the concept, SETS have been increasingly defined as 

“entangled”  or “intertwined” with “dynamic interrelationships” and “dynamics and 

emergent outcomes that are increasingly beyond our grasp” (Chester et al., 2023; 

McPhearson et al., 2021). These articles point to the complex couplings and 

interdependencies among domains and suggest that SETS can be a starting point for 

holistic system approaches for addressing sustainability challenges (McPhearson et al., 

2021).  

 

Transforming urban areas towards sustainability will require radical departures from 

traditional “siloed” management perspectives (McPhearson et al., 2021), and paradigms 

of infrastructure control should yield to more nuanced and novel decision-making 

approaches (Chester et al., 2023). Yet in my view, proposed approaches emerging from 

these perspectives are ambitious in scope, unclear in their timeframe, and indirect in 

their impacts on policy. It is unclear if and how these entangled perspectives can actually 

shape and inform policy and society. While there is academic value in highlighting the 
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real complexities of urban systems, there is also a danger, I would argue, that 

decisionmakers can be paralyzed by this multi-layered and entangled framing. New 

methods are needed to understand urban systems in the context of normative goals such 

as sustainability and resilience and to identify potential tradeoffs that can limit progress 

towards those goals (McPhearson, Haase, et al., 2016), and they need to be relevant to 

target user groups. As the conceptualization of SETS becomes more settled, the 

emerging next steps are to decompose aspects of SETS entanglements into actionable 

problems, and to implement the SETS framework in the context of tangible policy 

measures.  

2.4 Urban low-impact development as an example of SETS 

As cities adapt to climate change, changes in urban green space can affect multiple 

aspects of society. Establishing or upgrading low-impact development (LID) or blue-

green infrastructure (BGI) is an increasingly common approach to address climate 

change and urbanization impacts through managing stormwater infiltration and 

buffering against flood events while providing other benefits in urban areas 

(McPhearson, Haase, et al., 2016). In many regions, these “nature-based solutions” are 

seen as a necessary component of climate change adaptation (Kabisch et al., 2016). 

Integrating BGI into planning is seen as a policy innovation especially well-suited for 

urban areas, as these areas are characterized by strong, dynamic interplay of ecological 

and social systems (Hansen & Pauleit, 2014).  

 

BGI, such as rain gardens that allow surface water to collect and slowly infiltrate soil, 

can have the added benefit of serving as attractive green spaces and park areas. 

Integrating BGI into the fabric of urban areas is often viewed as a win-win situation that 

reduces pressure on stormwater systems while providing spaces for recreation. Families 

in urban areas are especially dependent on access to green areas for recreation. BGI can 

also provide a number of other societal benefits in the urban context, including climate 
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regulation, noise reduction, pollinator habitat, and water purification (Gómez-

Baggethun & Barton, 2013). However, aspects of urban greening and sustainable design 

in service of reducing climate vulnerability may affect aspects of social sustainability 

such as housing prices and affordability (Cavicchia, 2021). 

 

Setting clear policies and expectations for establishing LID in new building projects is 

relatively straightforward, but in an urban environment, most areas are characterized by 

a patchwork of small, built properties managed by diverse owners. For example, Oslo, 

Norway, has implemented a “blue-green factor” regulation for setting minimum 

requirements for LID in new building projects (Oslo kommune, 2018), but lacks tools 

for incentivizing adoption of LID on existing built properties. Integrating any new 

infrastructure -- even green infrastructure -- into established urban areas can be costly 

and disruptive (Schifman et al., 2017). As small-scale infrastructure, LID requires 

widespread adoption in order to have a meaningful impact in stormwater management 

systems. Increasing adoption of LID requires innovations in policies and an 

understanding of how various policies interact with each other. 

 

Though cities are commonly understood as complex systems, dynamic approaches to 

understanding urban complexity are relatively uncommon. In particular, dynamic 

modeling is poorly integrated with urban analyses (Haase & Schwarz, 2009). Integrated 

dynamic models that capture both feedbacks and emergent behavior are especially 

relevant to urban systems but have been little used (Kolosz et al., 2018; Webb et al., 

2018). This gap is especially apparent when innovative and ambitious policies can have 

unanticipated consequences. For example, improvements in urban greenspace can lead 

to gentrification and displacement (Anguelovski et al., 2022), and cost-sharing programs 

for BGI on private property can favor already wealthy landowners (Brent, Cook, & 
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Lassiter, 2022). Closing this gap is critical to understanding policy implications and 

anticipating tradeoffs in transitions to sustainable futures. 

 

2.5 Systems methods 

Approaching sustainability from a relational and dynamic perspective demands 

consideration of feedback and change over time, and systems methods are therefore a 

natural fit for further engaging with and operationalizing the concept. As this thesis 

engages with a range of systems methods, it’s worth tracing how these methods relate 

to and inform each other. Systems methods, sometimes also called systems thinking, is 

comprised of an expanding number of quantitative and qualitative approaches. Though 

systems thinking is poorly defined in the literature, it’s broadly understood as an 

approach to complexity that emphasizes feedback and an awareness that a system’s 

structure creates its behavior.  Cabrera et al. (2021) outline three “waves” of systems 

thinking that trace the evolution of the field. Unlike a Kuhnian paradigm shift (Kuhn, 

1970), waves represent a shift in focus rather than an abrupt revolution, and they can 

coexist more-or-less compatibly in the vast ocean of systems thinking practices. The 

waves do not replace each other; rather, each wave represents its own state of the art. 

Importantly, methodologies that are the product of earlier waves continue to evolve and 

mature even as new waves emerge. 

 

2.5.1 The first wave (1950s) 

Though antecedents to systems thinking can be found as far back as ancient Taoist texts, 

the first “modern” wave of systems thinking emerged in the 1950s. It relies primarily on 

quantitative modeling, and is characterized by expert analysis and a pursuit of 

objectivity, often with a focus on optimizing a system (Cabrera et al., 2021; Jackson, 

1994; Midgley, 2001). Originating in engineering and operations research, systems were 
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seen as primarily physical, and a computational metaphor undergirded most approaches 

to understanding systems (Cabrera et al., 2021). It was in this wave of “hard systems 

thinking” that system dynamics modeling was born (Forrester, 1961; Midgley, 2001).  

 

This first wave was revolutionary in its critique of the predominantly reductionist 

practice of science at the time, which tended to focus on decomposing complexity and 

simple, linear causalities (Cabrera et al., 2021). Yet, this wave of systems thinking 

maintained one critical assumption of the dominant practice of science of the time: 

objectivity (Cabrera et al., 2021). The implicit assumption of the first wave is that a 

practitioner or modeler (as a sole decisionmaker) could achieve an objective, and 

perhaps omniscient, understanding of a system through mathematical modeling 

(Jackson, 1994). This wave is still in practice today in system dynamics modeling, 

systems engineering, and systems analysis, and these methodologies continue to be 

expanded and refined.  

 

2.5.2 The second wave (late 1970s) 

The second wave of systems thinking is characterized by qualitative modeling and 

participatory practice. Sometimes called “soft systems thinking,” it grew in response to 

the perceived limitations of “hard systems thinking” (Cabrera et al., 2021). The second 

wave emphasized accounting for human and non-technical aspects of systems and 

exploring multiple and subjective perspectives (Cabrera et al., 2021). This resulted in 

multiple new methodologies, including soft systems methodologies, interactive 

planning, and Churchman’s systems approach (Cabrera et al., 2021; Churchman, 1968). 

Importantly, the idea of a system transformed from a physical object and computational 

metaphor to a “useful conceptual device” for interpreting complex situations (Cabrera 

et al., 2021). Within the system dynamics community, group model building, in which 
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stakeholders (typically system managers or decision makers) are for the first time 

involved in modeling, emerges.  

 

The second wave explicitly takes reality as mediated through our perceptions and 

interpretations (Midgley, 2001). A systems practitioner is no longer objective but is, 

instead, a participant-observer. Instead of optimization, practitioners’ focus shifted 

toward discovery and adaptation of complex adaptive systems (Jackson, 1994). 

Stakeholders’ perceptions and values, in addition to the practitioners’, mediate the 

construction and interpretation of the system (Cabrera et al., 2021). This dramatic shift 

in the practitioners’ role made room for qualitative methodologies and led to a change 

in emphasis from systems existing in the real world to perspectives on actions having 

systemic impacts and methodologies as systemic processes of inquiry (Cabrera et al., 

2021).  

 

Rather than being external and knowable, reality is constructed through participatory 

dialogue, shared understanding, and exploration of assumptions (Cabrera et al., 2021). 

The second wave represented, therefore, an epistemological rupture with the first wave 

of system thinking, and, for a time, it fragmented the systems research community as 

researchers turned their focus inward to developments within their own systems 

specialties and paradigms (Jackson, 1994).  

  

2.5.3 The third wave (late 1980s) 

The third wave of systems thinking emerged from the insight that the first and second 

waves could represent complementary approaches that did not need to be mutually 

exclusive (Cabrera et al., 2021). This new wave (sometimes called “critical systems 

thinking”) emphasized mixed methods drawn from both preceding waves to create a 
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more flexible and responsive systems practice and expand the “tool kit” in order to meet 

the needs of multiple contexts (Jackson, 1994). The third wave also drew from critical 

social theory, understanding of power relations, and critiques of boundary judgements 

and distinction making in systemic inquiry (Cabrera et al., 2021). Subjectivity became 

central in systems methodologies. In contrast to the idea of creating one single, objective 

model of a problem, aims shifted towards generating a systemic learning process in 

which participants came to appreciate more fully each other’s worldviews (Jackson, 

1994).  

 

Methodologies that engage deeply with stakeholders, such as community-based system 

dynamics (CBSD), grew out of the broader group model building discourse and were 

born in this wave (P. S. Hovmand, 2014). CBSD aims to empower diverse communities 

in systems thinking and action and to build community capacity to understand and 

change systems that perpetuate inequity (Gullett et al., 2022). Thus, CBSD typically 

incorporates multiple methods, with an explicit focus on stakeholder power relations 

and empowerment. 

 

The ”big tent” of the third wave made room for multiple approaches and welcomed 

methodological diversity (and their attending manifold philosophical underpinnings) 

(Cabrera et al., 2021; Jackson, 1994). While this wave remains dominant, recent 

critiques have emerged. Most prominently, the plurality of approaches is critiqued for 

lacking a strong core narrative of what systems thinking is or fundamentally consists of, 

slowing the field’s further maturation (Cabrera et al., 2021). This lack of core identity 

can also result in an ultimate fragmentation of the field, as researchers and practitioners 

are forced to define “system thinking” in the context of their own work and, over time, 

meanings drift apart and become incommensurable. Indeed, in reviewing systems 

thinking literature, I find few modern authors who are willing to define systems thinking, 
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and even Donella Meadows manages to eloquently describe many components of 

systems thinking in her classic “Thinking in Systems” without actually defining the term 

(Meadows, 2008). Thus, the third wave is perceived as both a flourishing of and a threat 

to the field of systems thinking. 

 

Though these three waves all are included under systems thinking, they differ 

fundamentally in several key aspects, including the role of science and scientists in 

society, the objectivity of knowledge, and the value of non-technical/non-expert 

knowledge. As a result, it can be difficult to define systems thinking as a coherent 

methodology. The waves represent not only an evolution in methodologies but also an 

evolution in worldviews. This is not to say that one methodological worldview should 

be favored over another – the third wave is not superior to the first wave – but rather 

that one must reflexively consider the worldview that one is adopting in choosing a 

specific methodology and consider whether that worldview is suited to the problem 

being addressed.  

 

The choice of systems methodology has implications for working with sustainability as 

well. Different systems methods will foreground different conceptualizations of and 

aspects of sustainability. The normative aspects of sustainability will be more easily 

visible in a critical systems thinking approach, while aspects such as resource 

management and relationships between policy actions and sustainability targets may be 

clearer in a hard systems thinking approach. Emergent aspects of sustainability may be 

easier to capture in a stakeholder-driven critical systems thinking approach, but those 

same emergent elements may be more easily measured with a hard systems thinking 

methodology. 
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3. Research gaps 

The literature review of key concepts points to several important research gaps to 

address.  

  

A conceptual gap: Sustainability is often incompletely (and implicitly) conceptualized 

in innovation and planning processes. In particular, sustainability’s emergent and 

dynamic qualities are often under-considered (Gaziulusoy & Brezet, 2015; Schlaile et 

al., 2017). In an innovation context, stakeholders can struggle with defining the 

innovation problem adequately to achieve deeper and more durable sustainability-

oriented innovations (Buhl et al., 2019). Studies of urban sustainability are often 

insufficiently grounded in social, ecological, and technological context, limiting 

understanding of complex relationships and how path dependencies can shape 

interactions (Keeler et al., 2019; Markolf et al., 2018; McPhearson et al., 2022).  

 

A methodological gap: People need tools that allow them to understand and engage 

with sustainability and apply the concept to illuminate and define problems. 

Stakeholders attempting to effect change towards sustainability often lack tools that 

support them in taking a systemic perspective on their role and contribution in a larger 

system (Buhl et al., 2019). Developing and providing tools that support systemic 

approaches to sustainability questions is key to empowering stakeholders working with 

complex sustainability issues (Videira, Antunes, & Santos, 2017). In a policy context, 

cities are commonly understood as complex systems, yet system approaches are poorly 

integrated with urban analyses (Haase & Schwarz, 2009). Integrated dynamic models 

that capture both feedbacks and emergent behavior are especially relevant to urban 

systems but have been little used (Kolosz et al., 2018). Closing this gap is critical to 

creating quantitative scenarios for transitions to sustainable futures.   
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An implementation gap: Sustainability is often included as a normative goal in 

planning and innovation processes, but a deeper understanding of how sustainability can 

be effectively implemented in these processes is lacking. City planners and 

policymakers currently have an incomplete understanding of how to best implement 

sustainability policy innovations to maximize climate benefits while reducing potential 

tradeoffs such as gentrification, compromises in social equity and access to green space 

(Keeler et al., 2019; Shi et al., 2016; van den Bosch & Ode Sang, 2017). The 

interactions, synergies, and trade-offs between green infrastructure policy innovations 

as a climate change adaptation measure and other societal goals are poorly understood 

(Kabisch et al., 2016). 
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4. Research questions 

From these research gaps, I identify a main research question: How can systems 

approaches help understand and inform transitions towards sustainability? Within that 

broad question are a number of more specific research questions. Numbers in 

parentheses refer to the articles that relate to the question. 

 

Sustainability in a systems perspective 

A. What are the key characteristics of sustainability that need to be considered when 

innovating or planning, and how do systems approaches relate to key sustainability 

characteristics? (1, 2) 

B. How can a systems approach aid understanding and visibility of sustainability? (1, 

2) 

C. How can a systems approach be practically integrated into and enhance existing 

innovation and policy processes? (0, 1, 2, 3) 

 

Policies and planning in social-ecological-technological systems (SETS) 

D. How can urban sustainability policies be understood and implemented in a SETS? 

(3) 

E. How can a systems approach aid understanding and optimization of policies for 

sustainability? (1, 2, 3) 
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5. Methodological approaches 

This thesis incorporates a number of different systems thinking methods in order to 

illuminate and engage with multiple aspects of sustainability. Jackson (1994) makes a 

useful distinction between methodological pragmatism (mixing approaches without 

reference to their theoretical underpinnings) and pluralism (in which distinct theoretical 

positions of various systems approaches are respected and, to a degree, mediated) 

(Jackson, 1994). Methodological pluralism demands engagement in debates and self-

reflection on theoretical and ethical stances. Though demanding, a commitment to 

pluralism can strengthen systems thinking as a set of practices and worldviews. 

Pluralism allows for diverse approaches to the subject at hand, and can potentially 

reduce the negative side effects of investing in a single methodology.  

 

Further, this work takes inter- and transdisciplinary approaches to knowledge 

generation. Systems methods are usually applied to issues that cut across academic 

disciplines, and they therefore require interdisciplinary approaches that integrate 

knowledge across disciplines and disciplinary traditions. Parts of this thesis also include 

working with non-academic stakeholders and practitioners. In these processes, in which 

practitioners develop their own insights into complex issues and incorporate their own 

normative perspectives on sustainability, my work can be considered transdisciplinary. 

Indeed, sustainability, with its strongly normative orientation, is inherently 

transdisciplinary (Stock & Burton, 2011). In the spirit of methodological pluralism and 

transdisciplinarity, a description of the specific systems methods used in this the thesis, 

along with a justification for the choice of methods, follows.  

5.1 Systems mapping (group model building) 

Systems mapping (also called group model building in this thesis, see section 1.3) is one 

of a suite of tools for supporting a group model building process. It is a participatory 
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and transdisciplinary approach aimed at developing a shared understanding of and 

effective communication about complex and dynamic problems (Videira et al., 2010). 

The tool can be used on its own to support a stakeholder engagement process or as a 

starting point for developing a system dynamics model. Systems mapping includes a 

toolbox of scripts, or activities, that can be implemented with a variety of stakeholder 

groups. Through engaging in systems mapping, facilitators and participants can elicit 

understanding of a complex problem and identify leverage points for intervention (P. 

Hovmand et al., 2011; P. S. Hovmand et al., 2012). Systems mapping is often considered 

a tool for implementing systems thinking.  

 

Systems mapping’s strengths include eliciting a shared, visual understanding of a 

problem and how that problem is interconnected across disciplinary and sectoral 

boundaries. Further, through engagement in systems mapping, forums for discussion 

that can enable collaboration and formalize comprehension of complex problems are 

created (Scott, Cavana, & Cameron, 2016; Videira et al., 2017; Videira et al., 2010; 

Webb et al., 2018). The resulting systems map typically has a focus on feedback within 

the system and on adequate system boundaries. It visualizes causal relationships and can 

serve as a reference point and boundary object for further discussions of leverage points 

and interventions in the system. Systems mapping’s emphasis is on the aggregated 

structure of a complex issue rather than the individual’s experience. In contrast to 

typical, empathetic innovation approaches such as design thinking, systems mapping’s 

aggregated perspective can provide a “helicopter view” of a complex problem.  

 

In this thesis, I used systems mapping as a stakeholder engagement tool, and my primary 

role as researcher was as facilitator and observer. I introduced small groups of 

participants in innovation processes to systems mapping, then facilitated their use of the 

methodology. I employed this methodology both in person and online. Consistent with 
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the “critical systems thinking” wave, my aim was to generate a shared learning process 

in which participants come to understand and appreciate each others’ worldviews and 

develop a shared definition of a complex problem. This method explicitly values non-

expert knowledge and participation, and as a facilitator, I aimed to carefully support the 

group process via the methodology while not intervening on questions of content.  

5.2 Online group model building 

The covid pandemic forced adjustments in research plans and methodologies in this 

thesis. In particular, several planned workshops needed to be adjusted and some needed 

to be moved online. As there was little documentation and guidance for how to run 

systems mapping workshops online, I and other researchers needed to take a step back 

to reconfigure and redesign aspects of standard systems mapping approaches to migrate 

workshops to digital platforms. In order to implement systems mapping we had to first 

develop new methodologies appropriate for digital participation.  The resulting 

methodology, based on careful planning and reflections on practice, is outlined in 

Wilkerson et al. (2020). This methodology is used in Wilkerson and Trellevik (2021) in 

line with the “critical systems thinking” approach as described in the previous section.  

5.3 System dynamics modeling 

Computer models are an essential tool for capturing the mutual causal relations between 

human activities and environmental impacts (Mooij et al., 2019). A range of modeling 

techniques have been applied to urban areas, including cellular automata, spatial 

economics/econometrics, system dynamics, and agent-based modeling (Haase & 

Schwarz, 2009). There is no standard approach for modeling urban landscapes and 

human-nature interactions (Haase & Schwarz, 2009).  
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Models – and modeling methodology – need to be flexible enough to capture boundedly 

rational human behavior, market volatility, stochastic events, and local and global 

effects (Kolosz et al., 2018). Successful models must incorporate the dynamic and 

varying needs of societies that shape ecosystem service use and drive impacts on the 

environment (Mooij et al., 2019). Dynamic modeling is particularly well suited to 

capture and explore the complex dynamics created by changing land use in urban areas. 

 

System dynamics is a methodology for analyzing and managing complex systems. The 

system dynamics approach highlights feedbacks in the system, and it is especially well 

suited for exploring systems with long time delays and nonlinearities (Sterman, 2000). 

System dynamics models can be useful for exploring tradeoffs and synergies across 

sectors and across time scales at the aggregate level. This modeling approach is also 

able to integrate quantitative and qualitative data with a range of precision and can be 

used to generate and analyze quantitative scenarios. It can also be used as a project 

integration tool, in which data and insights generated from multiple different research 

approaches can be integrated into a single model to provide a more holistic picture and 

highlight interactions among different parts of a larger system.  

 

Modeling is an inherently normative activity that is bound to a certain viewpoint. 

Integrated, multidisciplinary models can encompass a broader range of views and facets 

of a system, but a model’s depiction of a system needs to be grounded within the scope 

for which it was developed (Kolosz et al., 2018). Decision makers should understand 

the model – and not just the model outputs – to ensure the relevance of the model to the 

problem(s) at stake and decision context (Kolosz et al., 2018). 
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In this thesis, I use system dynamics modeling as a means of integrating diverse 

quantitative and qualitative data sources to gain a more complete and nuanced 

perspective on a complex system. The model scope was drawn with decision makers 

and administrators in mind, and we aimed to maximize insights while not adding 

unnecessary complexity. The researcher position as the “objective” knowledge-holder 

in this methodology was tempered by several feedback sessions with researchers in other 

relevant domains and public administrators to assess the quality of the model and its 

assumptions, test the comprehensibility of the model, and discuss the relevance of the 

model and its results.  
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6. Results 

This thesis consists of three articles, two of which are published in peer-reviewed 

journals and one which is currently in review. In addition, a published research note that 

outlines a methodology used in other articles is included. Each article’s aim, results, and 

contribution to the thesis are summarized below.  

0. Wilkerson, B., A. Aguiar, C. Gkini, I. Czermainski de Oliveira, L.-K. L. Trellevik, 

and B. Kopainsky. 2020. Reflections on adapting group model building scripts into 

online workshops. System Dynamics Review. (Wilkerson 30%, Aguiar 30%, Gkini 

25%, Czermainski de Oliveira 5%, Trellevik 5%, Kopainsky 5%) (Research note) 

System mapping, also called group model building (GMB), is an important social 

process in system dynamics (SD) for creating a shared understanding of complex 

systems and providing a platform for stakeholders to exchange information and ideas 

(Antunes 2015; Sedlacko et al. 2014). While online meeting platforms and collaborative 

tools have made great leaps forward in recent years, systems mapping has largely 

continued with in-person facilitation. This research note outlines a detailed methodology 

for running GMB workshops online. Online GMB can open up for a larger breadth of 

interactions, by including people who, because of time, finances, or distance, would 

otherwise be excluded. We propose that online GMB, a practice with its own set of 

strengths and weaknesses, should be further developed as its own set of methodologies 

parallel to traditional (in-person) GMB. This research note includes a practical 

description of our experiences and lessons learned as well as areas for further 

development. The methodology described in this research note is used in Wilkerson and 

Trellevik (2021). 
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1. Wilkerson, B., In review. Advancing sustainability-oriented innovation practice 

with quality criteria for problem definitions. Heliyon. (Wilkerson 100%) 

 

In this article, I consider the facets of sustainability that should be considered in a robust 

innovation process. Defining the problem is a key step in sustainability-oriented 

innovation (SOI), yet practitioners often have little guidance on what qualities a problem 

definition should or could have. This can result in problem definitions that are poorly 

specified or underdeveloped, which can negatively affect the quality of the innovation 

process and narrow sustainability impact.  

 

Drawing on innovation and sustainability science literature, I first operationalize the 

concept of sustainability for an innovation context and then propose a list of quality 

criteria which can support development of a SOI problem definition and provide 

opportunities for critical reflection. Criteria include: systemic, stakeholder-informed, 

cross-sectoral, temporal, evidence-based/context-specific, and coherent. The criteria are 

presented with key features, guiding questions to support their use, and literature 

supporting their selection.  

 

I then implement the criteria in a case study with university students and gather data 

about the use and applicability of the quality criteria. Results indicate that quality criteria 

can guide more nuanced and structured thinking and improve problem definition quality, 

but that some practitioners may meet a tradeoff between meeting all criteria and moving 

forward in the SOI process. This supports the role of quality criteria as a guidance and 

support tool rather than a tool for evaluation of problem definitions. 
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This synthesis-oriented article summarizes the key aspects of sustainability for 

innovation processes and addresses research questions related to sustainability in a 

systems perspective. As the quality criteria form a practical tool, this article also 

addresses how sustainability can be operationalized and applied to specific contexts. 

 

2. Wilkerson, B., and L.-K. L. Trellevik. 2021. Sustainability-oriented innovation: 

Improving problem definition through combined design thinking and systems 

mapping approaches. Thinking Skills and Creativity. (Wilkerson 50%, Trellevik 

50%) 

In this article, my co-author and I implement and test integrating systems mapping into 

innovation processes. Sustainability-oriented innovation (SOI) is receiving increased 

focus, as sustainability takes a more central role in business, development, and education 

arenas. SOI processes typically draw from design thinking toolkits, with a focus on the 

user's needs and experiences. While this is an effective way to ensure that the innovation 

process is grounded in real, definable needs, it's also limited in its ability to place the 

problem in a larger societal and systemic context. This can lead to a narrow or 

incomplete problem definition. 

 

We designed and tested a new approach for eliciting and defining problems for SOI. We 

present this combined methodology and implement it in two hackathon-type case 

studies, one with participants from the private sector and one with university students. 

These examples illustrate the potential of design thinking and systems mapping to 

support and enhance problem definition for SOI and provide the basis for discussing 

future research directions. Our work shows that using systems mapping in the problem 

definition phase of SOI helps set adequate boundaries for the problem space and 

increases understanding of how the system influences itself over time. As 

“sustainability” is a systems property, we find that the “helicopter view” provided by 
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systems mapping complements the empathetic design thinking approach to form a more 

robust problem definition.  

 

Results from this research indicate that the addition of systems mapping to the problem 

definition steps in a standard innovation process provided value both as a capacity 

building process and as a tool for highlighting sustainability aspects in problem 

definitions. Participants indicated that they valued and learned from this new approach 

and that it supported communication both during and after the workshop.  

 

This article addresses research questions posed in this thesis related to systems 

approaches to sustainability and provides insights into the values and limitations of 

systems methods in innovation processes. 

 

3. Wilkerson, B., E. Romanenko, and D. N. Barton. 2022. Modeling reverse auction-

based subsidies and stormwater fee policies for Low Impact Development (LID) 

adoption: a system dynamics analysis. Sustainable Cities and Society. (Wilkerson 

55%, Romanenko 40%, Barton 5%)  

Many urban areas around the world are facing increasing pressure on stormwater 

management systems due to urbanization and extreme weather events caused by climate 

change. Low impact development (LID), including blue-green infrastructure such as 

rain gardens, has become an attractive addition to traditional gray infrastructure for 

managing stormwater. Municipalities have a limited suite of policy instruments for 

incentivizing installation of LID on private property. In this article, we discuss barriers 

to implementing LID in established residential areas and how various policies can 

address those barriers.  
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Fine-scale LID on private property requires widespread adoption in order to have a 

meaningful impact. Thus implementation of LID cannot consider only infrastructural 

and technical aspects as social aspects of adoption also play a decisive role. 

Implementation and adoption of LID should be understood as complex, interconnected 

social, ecological, and technological systems (SETS). 

 

We built a system dynamics model of integrated socio-economic and hydrologic 

systems in Oslo, Norway to illustrate implementation of two innovative economic 

incentive mechanisms: subsidies based on reverse auctions and stormwater fees. We use 

scenarios to explore adoption and diffusion of stormwater policies both alone and in 

concert with each other. We find that policy effectiveness depends on 1) communicating 

realistic expectations of LID performance to landowners and 2) municipal subsidies to 

reach landowners without intrinsic interests in LID. Under certain conditions, lower 

municipal economic incentives can outperform higher economic incentives and lead to 

sustained long-term adoption of LID on private property. This work illustrates the 

importance of considering social aspects such as diffusion and adoption of novel policies 

in discussions of climate change adaptation.  

 

As a contribution to the thesis, this article addresses questions of how innovative policies 

can be understood and implemented in a SETS and illustrates the role that quantitative 

systems approaches can play in understanding and optimizing policy interventions for 

sustainability.  
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7. Discussion 

The articles in this thesis combine to illuminate the challenge and promise of 

operationalizing sustainability to support decision-making in various contexts. As 

Donella Meadows wrote almost thirty years ago, “those of us who have talked about 

sustainability for a long time have stopped defining it” (Meadows, 1995). Sustainability 

is a shifting and expanding concept. Its use and meaning are often context dependent, 

and metrics for how to measure or characterize it often fall short (Ramsey, 2015). It’s a 

word that can be casually tossed into political rhetoric to justify almost any policy or 

callously used to veil contradictory intentions (Ben-Eli, 2018).  

 

And yet not attempting to operationalize and implement such an important concept will 

inevitably also fall short (White, 2013). These challenges of definition and context make 

it more – not less – important to engage with sustainability. We need words and concepts 

that can be guideposts as we attempt to move towards a desirable future. Those 

guideposts may be unclear or imperfect, yet without them, we’ll be completely lost.  

 

The broad research themes addressed in this thesis include systems approaches to 

sustainability-related innovation and planning, and policies and planning in urban SETS. 

In this section, I return to the research gaps I identified in section 3.0 and consider my 

research as a collective body of work in light of those gaps. I then present some broader 

reflections on working with sustainability and the research process.  

 

7.1 Research implications 

Here, I purposely frame my discussion around the larger conceptual, methodological, 

and implementation research gaps from section 3.0, as opposed to the specific research 
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questions in section 4.0, in order to better address cross-cutting results and themes and 

identify remaining challenges and topics. 

 

7.1.1 Conceptual implications 

The conceptual gap outlined in this thesis centers on the challenges of conceptualizing 

sustainability and sustainability’s implications as a concept for informing innovation 

processes and urban sustainability policies. Sustainability is normative and will always 

be elusive, yet teasing apart some of its constituent elements can help illuminate how 

the concept can be understood and eventually put into practice. The ambition in 

addressing this gap has been to contribute to clarifying sustainability as a concept, with 

a focus on two contexts in which such clarity is especially important: innovation 

processes and urban planning. 

 

This thesis contributes to filling this conceptual gap through bringing together SOI and 

sustainability science literatures to illuminate sustainability as a dynamic and relational 

concept. Much of the academic literature on design and innovation is descriptive, 

without formal means of understanding or evaluating methods (Cash, 2018), yet SOI 

practitioners are in need of rigorous tools to support innovation processes and reflective 

learning (Gaziulusoy & Brezet, 2015). While recognizing its ephemeral and contextual 

qualities, I identify key aspects of sustainability that should be considered when defining 

an innovation problem. These criteria provide value in considering how sustainability 

can be conceived, especially in innovation contexts, and in guiding users to a more 

coherent and multi-faceted definition of a complex problem.  

 

Through taking a systems perspective on sustainability, my work has emphasized 

sustainability’s dynamic qualities. This is especially relevant to urban SETS contexts, 
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as SETS literature includes few examples in which the systems aspects have been clearly 

illustrated, though systems methods are widely understood as integral to the SETS 

framework (Chester et al., 2023; McPhearson et al., 2022). This is addressed further in 

discussions of the methodological and implementation gaps. The systems aspects of 

SETS are also a focus in forthcoming work on systems archetypes for SETS (presented 

in section 8.1), in which system archetypes are a conceptual counterpoint to the 

complexity and entanglement framing increasingly applied to SETS. 

 

7.1.2 Methodological implications 

The methodological gap addressed in this thesis includes a need for tools that support 

engaging with sustainability and applying the concept to specific problems and contexts. 

This is both a general challenge for approaching sustainability and a specific challenge 

that’s integral to innovation processes and dynamic urban systems. In the context of this 

thesis, I point to three methodological contributions that address the need to facilitate 

engagement with sustainability and system approaches to sustainability.  

 

First, as outlined above, the quality criteria for SOI provide a way of structuring and 

illuminating multiple facets of sustainability in innovation processes. Defining a 

sustainability problem is the first and critical step to addressing it. Thus, in the case of 

SOI, the conceptual gap of needing clarity for sustainability’s constituent attributes is 

tightly linked to the methodological gap of needing tools that enable engagement with 

sustainability. The quality criteria for SOI provide a literature-informed method for 

defining a SOI problem, and thereby open up the potential for more durable and coherent 

sustainability innovations.  
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The SOI quality criteria are a first attempt at defining and structuring aspects of SOI 

problem definitions. As discussed in the literature review (section 2.1), there is a tension 

between the desire to be prescriptive in order to provide concrete guidance for how to 

operationalize sustainability and the acknowledgment that definitions of sustainability 

are inescapably shifting and context dependent. The structured approach of the SOI 

quality criteria can potentially be perceived as cutting across the grain of open-ended 

design approaches, though my hope is that the criteria can complement and support other 

approaches with conceptual clarity. Only by explicitly articulating a problem definition 

for SOI can one hope to develop a relevant and coherent solution. One key caveat with 

the quality criteria presented in this thesis is that not all criteria will be equally relevant 

for all types of sustainability-related problems. As a tool, they may need to be adjusted 

in response to specific contexts. The criteria would benefit from more studies of their 

validity and applicability under different conditions towards establishing the criteria as 

a robust tool for research and practice.  

 

Second, incorporating systems mapping into design thinking methodologies for SOI 

provides an activity that highlights sustainability aspects in the problem definition phase 

of an innovation process. It also contributes to capacity building through training 

participants in a new tool and generating discussions across roles and backgrounds. 

Tools that improve systems literacy can complement existing innovation approaches and 

support problem definitions. Systems mapping is, however, more cognitively 

demanding than many other activities in an innovation process, so successful 

implementations of this approach depends on support from trained facilitators.  

 

Both integrating systems mapping into innovation processes and applying criteria to 

problem definitions show promise in enabling more comprehensive understandings and 

definitions of sustainability problems. These methods may also illuminate aspects of 
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sustainability that may otherwise be under-considered. As these methods are new 

developments, they have only been tested in a limited way in this thesis. Thus, there is 

a remaining gap in testing and refining these methodologies in different contexts and 

with different user groups.  

 

Third, while many system dynamics models have been built to examine different urban 

sustainability issues, the model in this thesis makes a unique contribution in examining 

optimization of stormwater policy implementation in a concrete case. The 

methodological contribution includes advancing a systems understanding of SETS. 

Urban SETS exhibit emergent properties, including nonlinear dynamics and feedbacks, 

and have high levels of interconnectivity and unpredictability (McPhearson, Haase, et 

al., 2016). In building a system dynamics model of stormwater policy adoption, we 

integrate disparate sources of knowledge to capture feedbacks and policy synergies in a 

complex system. This work illustrates the value and potential in using system dynamics 

modeling as a method for engaging with and increasing understanding of SETS 

dynamics. It also demonstrates, more generally, the value that system dynamics 

modeling can provide as a project integration tool that can integrate results from multiple 

fields.  

 

7.1.3 Implications for implementation  

Effective implementation of sustainability in planning and innovation contexts 

constitutes the final gap. Large sustainability goals will require multiple policies to 

achieve, and it’s important to understand and anticipate how these policies can function 

in concert (Barton, Ring, & Rusch, 2017). While prerequisites to implementation 

include defining the SOI problem and developing solutions for that problem, how suites 

of policy solutions could be optimally implemented also requires careful attention.  
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In developing quantitative scenarios for stormwater policy adoption, we provide an 

analysis for understanding and optimizing policy implementation. By considering two 

stormwater policies in concert, we contribute to ongoing research agendas on urban 

policy mixes in urban stormwater systems, where hydrological, socio-economic, and 

governance subsystems are tightly interlinked. 

The scenarios presented in this work can provide input into anticipatory planning for 

stormwater management under a variety of environmental, social, and technological 

conditions. However, the limitations of the model should be considered in how results 

are interpreted and used to inform policy actions. For example, social variables such as 

households’ perceptions, capabilities and motivations, including the potential role of 

motivational crowding, can be difficult to parameterize or generalize from other cases 

(Ezzine-de-Blas, Corbera, & Lapeyre, 2019; Ureta, Motallebi, Scaroni, Lovelace, & 

Ureta, 2021). Collecting different types of data and incorporating more social variables 

into the existing model could provide more nuance to household decision-making under 

different policy conditions.  

 

Further, aspects of social sustainability, including the stormwater policies’ potential 

impact on house prices and housing affordability were not included in the scope of the 

model but may be crucial to understanding sustainability in practice (Keeler et al., 2019). 

A growing body of research indicates that new green infrastructure in service of 

environmental sustainability can contribute to social and racial disparities, thereby 

undermining social sustainability (Venter, Figari, Krange, & Gundersen, 2023). The 

forthcoming work on systems archetypes (section 8.1) addresses in part these 

interactions between environmental and social sustainability. More broadly, it 

demonstrates the potential of this systems approach to illuminate central tradeoffs and 

inform policy decisions in stormwater policy implementation. 
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In practice, no matter what data is gathered and which tools are employed, 

understandings and definitions of sustainability will always be incomplete. Assessing 

how to take action responsibly when coping with incomplete knowledge of complex 

sustainability issues is a major persistent gap. 

 

In sum, results from this research indicate that: 

 

� Systems thinking and system methods have the potential to improve problem 

definitions for SOI and generate shared learning about complex issues. 

� Tools that support thinking about sustainability in more nuanced and complex 

ways are perceived as useful by various types of practitioners. 

� Though sustainability is difficult to define and operationalize, attempts to do so 

can still provide valuable guidance. 

� Understanding policy innovations from a systems perspective can help identify 

potential goal conflicts and help optimize implementation. 

 

Given the broad scope of this thesis and the unfolding nature of research, it is inevitable 

that research gaps are addressed but not completely filled. Enduring and emerging 

research gaps include: 

 

� New methods for operationalizing sustainability should be tested with a broader 

range of user groups and problem types. 
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� The balance point between being prescriptive and being open in sustainability-

related processes can be difficult to find. Research that tests that balance point 

under different conditions could help illuminate the best ways to support groups 

working on sustainability issues.  

� Further explorations of how multiple sources of uncertainty, especially around 

perception and behavior, interact in urban SETS could help inform how to 

ethically and responsibly manage stormwater policies towards both 

environmental and social sustainability.  

 

In the following sections I provide some broader reflections on my research, including 

working with sustainability as a transdisciplinary concept, the insights and limitations 

of system approaches, and the relationships between theory and practice.  

 

7.2 Sustainability as a transdisciplinary concept 

Working from a transdisciplinary perspective has added a layer of challenge to navigate 

in producing this thesis. Bringing together literature from multiple disciplines is an 

inherently pedagogic endeavor that involves defining terms and concepts that may 

appear obvious or simple from a single perspective. Sustainability science can help 

illuminate sustainability, but disciplinary perspectives on innovation processes, urban 

contexts, and policy implementation are needed to move towards normative 

sustainability goals. Further, though researchers may wrestle with the academic nuances 

of sustainability, it is at its core a transdisciplinary concept that is shaped and reshaped 

by practitioners who employ the concept (Stock & Burton, 2011).  
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As an inherently normative concept, sustainability depends on generating a shared 

vision of and vocabulary for a desirable future. Desirability depends on perspective. 

Thus generating a refined vision for sustainability depends on active participation from 

multiple societal actors. Systems methods, which are fundamentally networked and 

interdisciplinary, can help facilitate understanding and actions. The scholarly 

contribution of this thesis is derived from bringing multiple literatures in dialogue with 

each other and ensuring that readers can follow arguments and recognize their value 

regardless of disciplinary backgrounds.  

 

Alongside other terms such as resilience and transformation, sustainability can be 

considered a boundary object (Brand & Jax, 2007; Star & Griesemer, 1989). 

Sustainability’s resistance to static definitions gives it a malleability that can create 

common ground for fruitful discussions around, for example, the needs of future 

generations (Brand & Jax, 2007). As a boundary object, sustainability’s interpretive 

flexibility can provide a “good enough” roadmap for all parties to facilitate identification 

of shared interests and stimulate collaboration (Fischer & Riechers, 2019; Star & 

Griesemer, 1989). The open and nebulous definitions of sustainability also enable it to 

be adapted to local conditions and contexts. 

 

Yet ambiguity will inevitably have drawbacks as well. As a boundary object, 

sustainability can enable collaboration among disparate parties, yet the collaboration 

will be limited in effectiveness without a core nexus of understanding and shared 

vocabulary (Brand & Jax, 2007; Franco-Torres, Rogers, & Ugarelli, 2020; Lundgren, 

2021). Boundary objects can be a hindrance to progress when the meaning of a term 

such as sustainability becomes highly diluted and unclear (Brand & Jax, 2007). 

Employing sustainability as a boundary object can also hide conflicts and power 

relations, when both parties agree that sustainability is the goal but mean different things 
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by the term (Lundgren, 2021). “I know it when I see it" perspectives, though common, 

can be an ineffective or even hazardous framing. Thus working with sustainability 

requires iterative reflection around how the term is actively being defined and employed 

in specific contexts. Indeed, one could argue that this need for iterative reflection is one 

of the concept’s strengths. The quality criteria for SOI as well as the systems mapping 

intervention for SOI are intended, among other aims, to provide room for and support 

this iterative reflection.  

 

Operationalizing sustainability will always be “in process” and the knowledge and 

insights generated by this thesis, or any body of work on a similar topic, will continue 

to evolve or be replaced as new insights are generated. Visions of what a desirable, 

sustainable future could look like, and therefore what our societal goals are, will 

continue to evolve. Indeed, I would argue that it is these visions, and not traditional 

academic research, that will push sustainability forward and that has the largest potential 

to bring a theoretical construct into livable fruition. Such transformative visions towards 

sustainability will require not only transdisciplinarity but also new paradigms for 

academia as a loyal helpmeet in support of societal visioning.  

7.3 Systems approaches as a lens 

My work has primarily relied on systems approaches to try to understand and apply 

sustainability.  I’ve applied a pluralism approach to my selection of systems 

methodologies (Jackson, 1994). System dynamics modeling was used to generate 

quantitative scenarios and provide policy guidance to decisionmakers. Systems mapping 

was used to engage stakeholders in defining their problem of interest, to gain a more 

comprehensive perspective, and to generate a shared understanding of a complex issue. 

Systems archetypes (discussed below under future research) has been preliminarily used 

to zoom out from the level of individual cases and ask questions about patterns in the 

structural challenges of implementing sustainability-oriented policies. These various 
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approaches have been applied to different contexts and have illuminated different 

aspects of sustainability in ways that would not have been possible with a narrower 

selection of methodologies. 

 

Yet within the scope of a PhD, there is an inevitable tradeoff between depth and breadth 

of approaches. The scope of my PhD has been broad, both in terms of subject matter 

and methodologies. From my perspective, this has been a useful approach to get bearings 

on complex and multifarious issues for which our knowledge will never be 

comprehensive. An alternative approach would have been to apply a single methodology 

(for example, system dynamics modeling) to a single problem (such as urban stormwater 

management). This approach would have generated valuable insights of a fundamentally 

different character and likely would not have had sufficient breadth to consider 

sustainability outside of this specific context.  

 

However, any disciplinary approach, no matter how broad, will necessarily circumscribe 

one’s view. As a lens on the world, systems approaches bring certain aspects of 

sustainability into focus (such as feedbacks and tradeoffs) while leaving others outside 

the field of vision. For example, aspects of human emotions and subtleties of human 

interactions can be more difficult to incorporate. Systems approaches, especially 

modeling, can be biased towards what’s measurable, observable, and quantifiable. 

Actively engaging with and supporting knowledge generation from stakeholders is one 

way to reduce this bias and incorporate more nuance into systems perspectives.  

 

Further, though systems approaches are often described as comprehensive, they are 

necessarily bounded. As Helfgott (2018) clearly illustrates, there is an inescapable 

tension between systems thinking’s frequent claim to holism and the necessity of 
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drawing boundaries around a problem. Holism may be a worthy goal, but it is 

unachievable in practice in a world in which all things are fundamentally interdependent 

and interrelated (Helfgott, 2018). System boundary judgements are therefore inevitable, 

and these judgements are not only practical but also profoundly ethical. Rather than 

holistic, systems methods should be considered “critically reductionist.” Indeed, it is 

only through ethically simplifying a rich reality that systems methods can provide value.  

 

Despite our best efforts, we will only ever have a partial view of a complex system. Any 

intervention in such a system will almost certainly have unanticipated consequences. As 

researchers and practitioners, we must learn to deal critically and reflexively with that 

partial view, and to draw conclusions and take actions cautiously and pragmatically in 

light of that incomplete understanding. Thus working with systems and working with 

sustainability demands humility and reflexivity throughout the research process.  

7.4 Theory and practice in dialogue 

Two related tensions between theory and practice emerged in the course of producing 

this thesis. First, there is a tension between the desire to structure sustainability to 

facilitate its application on the one hand and an acknowledgement that the term cannot 

be defined “from above” on the other.  Sustainability is normative and will be defined 

and redefined by the individuals and groups that employ the term. Thus operationalizing 

sustainability requires both a willingness to identify parameters (a core nexus of 

understanding as discussed above) and an openness to new impulses informed by 

practitioners and context. In working with stakeholders and in generating academic 

outputs, this is not always an easy balance to strike. Moving the understanding and 

application of sustainability forward will require developing deeper understandings of 

this balance point and how it may shift in different contexts, as well as where researchers 

could facilitate its placement to maximize benefits to practitioners and to sustainability 

as a goal.   
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Second, there is a tension between embracing the complexity of SETS and the desire to 

provide straightforward explanations and digestible policy guidance to decision makers. 

SETS framing has broadened our understanding of interactions among humans and their 

environment, especially in urban areas, where infrastructure creates path dependencies 

and can constrain policy options (Markolf et al., 2018). Yet communicating complexity 

and extrapolating useful policy inputs for decisionmakers remains a challenge. The links 

between SETS complexity and actionable policy guidance thus far are tenuous, and it’s 

unclear what methods can support a productive flow of ideas from complexity to policy. 

Until that link is more firmly established, the contributions of the SETS framework will 

be limited.  

 

Theory and practice do not exist independently from each other. Rather they are 

frequently in dialogue and inform each other’s trajectories. With both sustainability and 

SETS, this thesis makes a clear contribution to this ongoing dialogue. These tensions, 

though, extend far beyond the scope of this thesis or any body of research. While these 

frictions between academic understandings and ambitions for application are perhaps 

not surprising, they were felt acutely in producing this thesis. These tensions bring to 

the fore questions about the contributions and value of research to addressing 

sustainability issues, and it is important that they be addressed continuously and 

reflexively  (Schrage, Barraclough, Wilkerson, Cusens, & Fuller, 2023). This is an 

active, ongoing reflection that should be integral to any research career in 

transdisciplinary issues. Indeed, it is a lifelong research question.  
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8. Future research directions 

While the work in this thesis has contributed to filling important sustainability-related 

research gaps, significant research challenges and opportunities remain to further build 

on the contributions of this PhD. Research is a continuous process, and as insights are 

generated, so too are further research questions. This section contains some general 

reflections on how my existing work in this thesis could be strengthened and advanced, 

followed by a more detailed proposal for future research that applies systems archetypes 

to urban stormwater management to generate policy insights.  

 

Innovations, including policy innovations, are processes that unfold over time, and an 

innovation implemented today may only make an impact in the near or distant future. In 

general, there is a significant challenge in measuring the impacts (positive or negative) 

of an innovation, as those impacts may be diffuse and vary over time or across sectors. 

Progress in connecting SOI problem definitions to their resulting innovation, and to that 

innovation’s impact, would advance understanding of which aspects of sustainability 

are decisive in steering SOI processes in a desirable direction. Yet such work should be 

approached cautiously, and with the recognition that diligently tracing antecedents to an 

impact may produce a muddled map of multiple intersecting pathways that fails to 

generate real insights. While there is often academic pressure to tell a clear and 

compelling (and, often, linear) story of “problem leads to innovation leads to impact,” 

the reality is often more difficult to discern and communicate.  

 

The tools presented in this thesis, including SOI quality criteria and systems mapping 

within innovation processes, would benefit from further testing in different contexts and 

with different participant groups. In particular, it would be exciting to test these tools 

with more heterogenous (in terms of cultural background and education level) groups to 

see how these tools facilitate or inhibit collaboration. In larger workshop settings it 
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would be interesting to run more structured experiments in which different groups are 

given different tools and processes for defining a problem. This work could be used to 

adjust and refine the tools and gain a better understanding of under which circumstances 

the tools are most beneficial. 

 

Significant opportunities remain in exploring and raising visibility of systems aspects of 

SETS. In quantitative modeling of stormwater policy implementation, expanding model 

boundaries to include more facets of human emotions and decision-making could yield 

interesting insights. Adding more detail to the model presented in this thesis in terms of 

more types of LID could also yield insights into synergies and tradeoffs among different 

combinations of LID and a deeper understanding of the perceived benefits and 

attractiveness of different suites of LID infrastructure. Lastly, placing this model within 

a larger urban planning framing could aid understanding of potential tradeoffs of LID 

implementation with other aspects of social sustainability, including housing prices, 

green gentrification, access to green space, and displacement.  

 

8.1 Proposed research: generating policy insights with 
systems archetypes to SETS 

One especially fruitful future research direction I identify is conducting a system 

archetype analysis of BGI goal conflicts. This work would build on and strengthen 

connections among the topics and ideas presented in this thesis, including problem 

definitions for sustainability issues, BGI policy implementation in urban areas, systems 

approaches to sustainability, and furthering a systems understanding of SETS. The 

SETS framework demands a systemic perspective, yet much of the SETS literature 

focuses on case studies, or takes a purely theoretical approach. While the richness and 

specificity of case studies provides a deep understanding of specific situations, this can 
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make it difficult to draw generalizations and understand the relevance of a case to other 

contexts. As applications of SETS and case studies accumulate and theory development 

matures, one can begin to detect patterns in the underlying structures of these cases. This 

proposed research uses system archetypes to understand and illustrate urban stormwater 

management issues across cases in a SETS perspective. 

 

As in ecosystem management, there have been relatively few examples of research in 

urban BGI implementation that engages actively with feedback loops and system 

leverage points, despite the recognition of the importance of these features (Hallett & 

Hobbs, 2020). The explanation for why this is the case may be simply that it’s hard to 

do this effectively (Hallett & Hobbs, 2020). Especially in the urban BGI context, there 

are numerous social and situational components that may be difficult to quantify or 

characterize. Perhaps most prominently, almost any decision on where to implement or 

upgrade BGI has justice implications in addition to sustainability considerations 

(Kronenberg et al., 2021). These complex, emergent, and nonlinear interactions among 

social, ecological, and technological aspects can make urban systems difficult to 

understand and govern, and investigating urban systems in the context of normative 

goals such as sustainability requires new methods (McPhearson, Haase, et al., 2016). 

 

In addition to calls for better methods for addressing the systems aspects of SETS, recent 

SETS literature has argued for a nuanced and “entangled” perspective on SETS (Chester 

et al., 2023). While there is legitimacy in this complexity framing, such a perspective 

can be difficult to translate into a decision-making context. Decisionmakers may 

prioritize methods that are simple and able to provide actionable and understandable 

results, and may be less concerned with accuracy, precision, or completeness (Di Lucia, 

Slade, & Khan, 2022). Thus the aim of this proposed work is to preserve the essence of 

SETS and acknowledge its inherent complexity while meeting the realities of 
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decisionmakers’ decision contexts. One may reasonably argue that a system archetypes 

understanding of SETS risks oversimplifying the snarled reality of complex problems, 

yet I would counter that they nevertheless serve an important pedagogic function in 

illuminating some essential “knots” in the larger entangled perspective. 

 

8.1.1 Method: systems archetypes analysis 

Archetype analysis is an approach that seeks to identify generalizable patterns among 

cases to generate insights. It fills a vital niche through synthesizing accumulated 

evidence in case study research and making it accessible for researchers and 

policymakers (Oberlack et al., 2019). By definition, archetypes are not comprehensive. 

Rather, they generate insights in their simplicity and provide only qualitative 

understandings of complex realities.  

 

Though the idea of system archetypes has been around for many years (developed by 

Meadows (1982) and popularized by Senge’s The fifth discipline (1990)), the approach 

has recently gained traction within sustainability science to address the limitations of 

case studies. System archetypes are a specific type of archetype that is concerned with 

causal pathways (Eisenack, Oberlack, & Sietz, 2021). System archetype analysis 

characterizes the generic structures and behaviors of a system and investigates recurrent 

patterns at an intermediate level of abstraction to explain phenomena, striking a balance 

between the richness of case studies and generalizable patterns (Oberlack et al., 2019). 

As a tool, system archetypes enable researchers to represent feedback loops, explain the 

potential behavior of a system over time, and formulate policies to intervene in the 

system towards desirable results (Brzezina et al., 2017). 
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This aggregated, structural level perspective can highlight relationships among primary 

parts of the system and serve as “templates” that can be matched with more complex 

real cases (Brzezina et al., 2017). A systems archetype approach can aid in anticipating 

and visualizing challenges to green infrastructure implementation at the structural level, 

rather than a linear, cause-and-effect level. To my knowledge, system archetypes have 

not yet been applied to understanding SETS stormwater policy contexts. 

 

8.1.2 Anticipated results and example SETS archetypes 

In this section I present two brief examples that illustrate the potential of a system 

archetypes approach to SETS. These examples are not intended to be comprehensive 

but rather give an indication of the direction this research could take.  

 

Cost-sharing 

As blue-green infrastructure is largely distributed and decentralized, successful 

implementation typically requires collaboration with multiple landowners across a 

larger area. Cost-sharing programs for BGI are funds from governments or 

municipalities that are allocated to subsidize infrastructure on private property. 

Programs typically require that funding goes to property owners, and renters are often 

ineligible.  

 

Further, many types of BGI installed through cost-sharing programs can actually 

increase property values. For example, Wilbers et al. (2022) found that green roofs 

increase home values in Oslo and Nordman et al. (2018) found similar results for rain 

gardens in Grand Rapids, Michigan, USA. Hoover et al. (2023) find that that BGI is 

often rationalized by municipalities based on expected impacts on property values. Thus, 
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the potential for an increase in property values is used to “market” BGI to private 

landowners.  

 

In order to qualify for cost-sharing, property owners must have a suitable location for 

BGI. Typically this means having a lawn or garden space that is large enough to 

accommodate BGI (such as a rain garden) or a roof that is large and sturdy enough for 

green roof installation. In other words, cost sharing programs have a built-in bias 

towards larger and wealthier properties. Brent et al. (2022) find that eligibility for cost-

sharing in the US is positively correlated with wealthier and whiter areas. As BGI can 

increase property values, this creates a reinforcing feedback loop in which wealthy 

landowners receive a BGI subsidy that further increases their property value (and 

accumulated wealth) while renters (who typically cannot afford to buy large proper 

Figure 6, Success to the successful generic archetype and archetype for cost-sharing 

subsidies 
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ties) remain excluded from this potential wealth accumulation. This dynamic structure 

resembles the success to the successful system archetype (figure 6).  

 

Examples of cost sharing programs that could lead to these dynamics include Oslo’s 

reverse auction program in which landowners bid on subsidizing BGI on their 

properties, with the municipality covering the remaining cost (Furuseth, Seifert-Dähnn, 

Azhar, & Braskerud, 2018; Wilkerson, Romanenko, & Barton, 2022). BGI cost-sharing 

subsidies are also a common policy mechanism in many municipalities in the US, 

including Seattle and Washington, DC (Lieberherr & Green, 2018). The policy 

implications of such cost sharing programs become more clear in light of the system 

archetype. While cost sharing can be an efficient way to achieve distributed BGI on 

private property, municipalities should be aware of the potential of such programs to 

increase housing costs and decrease social equity.  

 

Stormwater pumping 

Stormwater pumping is typically installed as a short-term solution for dealing with acute 

flooding issues. For example, the city of Miami Beach, USA, is increasingly 

experiencing “sunny-day floods” in which large high tide events cause backups in 

stormwater outlets and can cause water to bubble up through stormwater drains and onto 

streets (Markolf et al., 2018). The pumps are intended as a short-term solution to sea 

level rise, and the pumps are designed to handle only up to 15 cm in sea level rise, a 

level that could be exceeded by 2030 (Markolf et al., 2018). But for many in the area, 

the pumps have effectively hidden tidal flooding and the problem can appear “solved.” 

For property developers, building in valuable but vulnerable coastal areas can continue 

to be attractive, even though fundamental changes in where and how land is developed 

are needed to fundamentally address tidal flooding problems. As land development 

increases, the damage caused by flooding, and therefore the dependence on stormwater 
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pumping, also increases. This problem, in which a temporary solution can delay or mask 

the need for a permanent solution is emblematic of the shifting the burden archetype 

(figure 7).  

 

 

Figure 7, Generic structure for shifting the burden archetype and archetype for stormwater pumping 

dependency 

 

Another example that fits this archetype include beach re-nourishment in coastal areas, 

in which sand from offshore is used to replenish beaches that have eroded due to sea 

level rise. Coastal communities can become dependent on re-nourishment, which is an 

extremely costly and short-term solution, instead of investing in longer-term solutions 

(Griggs, 2022). Further, protection of these areas can encourage additional development 

and increase future vulnerabilities and liabilities (Griggs, 2022). 

 

SETS is a powerful framework for understanding interrelationships and interactions 

among technology, nature, and society, but the complexity inherent in the framework 
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can intimidate policymakers and others from engaging in it. This research aims to 

address this need. As a lens, archetypes both simplify and sharpen our perspectives. By 

reducing SETS complexity to simple structures, system archetypes can aid policymakers 

in understanding elemental aspects of a complex system, enhance understanding of the 

system structure, and create opportunities for anticipatory planning for future needs and 

extreme events. This intentional simplification of complexity can provide a “common 

vocabulary of attributes” to identify recurrent factors, processes, and outcomes and to 

facilitate communication (Oberlack et al., 2019).  

 

There are some important cautions in moving forward with this work. Moving from a 

richly detailed case to a greatly simplified archetype is a normative process that requires 

numerous judgement calls about which details are essential and which are superfluous. 

This type of archetype analysis can be susceptible to biases, misjudgment, and 

overfitting in simplifying to archetypes (Moallemi et al., 2022). There is a real danger 

that the desire to identify system archetypes can blind researchers to important factors 

that don’t neatly fit into an established archetype narrative. It’s vitally important that 

crafting of archetypes be done transparently and drawing on multiple sources of 

expertise. Further, archetype analysis is based on the assumption that insights from one 

case can be transferred to another case if the same archetypes apply to both cases. In 

further developing this work, this assumption needs to be justified and tested (Oberlack 

et al., 2019).  
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9. Concluding remarks  

This thesis addresses the broad research question: how can systems approaches help 

understand and inform transitions towards sustainability? Reflecting on sustainability 

and how it is understood and applied from conceptualization to implementation reveals 

both the challenge of working with a constantly evolving concept and the importance of 

developing processes that enable fruitful engagement with the concept. 

 

The results from this work demonstrate the value that system methods can bring to 

illuminating sustainability problems. Systems thinking and system methods can foster 

collaborative learning in SOI contexts, improving problem definitions and providing 

opportunities for shared reflection on the sustainability issue at hand. Approaching 

policy innovations from a systems perspective can reveal synergies and conflicts and 

aid anticipatory planning to optimize implementation. This perspective becomes 

especially relevant when operating within a complex SETS environment. The tools and 

discussions developed in this thesis support a reflexive approach to understanding, 

operationalizing, and implementing sustainability in a complex and dynamic reality. 

 

This thesis, as all theses, represents a snapshot of research insights that will continue to 

be cultivated and deepened in ongoing research. As the gap between our current status 

and a desirable, sustainable future widens, the need for tools and perspectives on how 

we can meaningfully take steps towards sustainability will grow. This thesis contributes 

to that need with conceptual understandings and pragmatic tools for defining the 

sustainability problems we want to solve and anticipating the goal conflicts and tradeoffs 

we may meet along the way. This research agenda, already urgent now, will continue to 

become more relevant. 
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Reflections on adapting group model building
scripts into online workshops
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Introduction

Group model building (GMB) is an important social process in system
dynamics (SD) for creating a shared understanding of complex systems and
providing a platform for stakeholders to exchange information and ideas
(Antunes et al., 2015; Sedlacko et al., 2014). Gathering stakeholders around
the table to discuss a contentious issue can provide important insights for
SD modeling (Hovmand, 2014; Rouwette and Vennix, 2006; Van den Belt
and Dietz, 2004; Vennix, 1996; Vennix et al., 1992).

While online meeting platforms and collaborative tools have made great
leaps forward in recent years, systems mapping has largely continued with
in-person facilitation. And with good reason: in-person facilitation has
proven to be an effective way to generate discussions among stakeholders
(Stave, 2010). Many in the SD community have long seen the potential in
using interactive platforms for GMB with stakeholder participation
(e.g. Kenzie et al., 2018). Yet, to our knowledge, there are no documented
efforts of a fully online GMB workshop. In our case, the COVID-19 virus and
sudden change in travel and work patterns meant that an anticipated GMB
workshop could not be executed as planned. Instead of canceling or post-
poning the workshop, we used this disruption as an opportunity to test the
potential of running GMB processes online.

One key advantage of online GMB is that it can make room for more—and
more diverse stakeholders—at the table, no matter where they may be in the
world. This can improve access and participation, although groups with
strong power dynamics may require skillful facilitation. Online GMB can
also greatly reduce the need for travel, which could reduce the amount of
time and money needed for a workshop in addition to reducing carbon
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footprints. The lack of travel logistics can also mean that workshops could
be planned with less advance notice and perhaps be more responsive to cur-
rent issues.
In order to move an interactive GMB workshop online, we needed to:

• Find an online architecture that supports divergent activities (e.g. drawing
graphs) in a collaborative and interactive way;

• Adapt standard GMB scripts to online interactions; and
• Develop and define roles within our group to support the various chal-

lenges we could face before, during, and after the workshop.

Online GMB, with stakeholders sitting alone in front of their computer
screens, is fundamentally different from in-person GMB workshops, and
there are limitations to how much one can substitute for the other. We
found, however, that we could recreate many of the strengths of an in-person
GMB workshop in an online environment.
Our positive initial experiences with online GMB indicate that it’s worth-

while to build on and further develop methodologies for online stakeholder
engagement. We propose that online GMB, a practice with its own set of
strengths and weaknesses, should be further developed as its own set of
methodologies parallel to traditional (in-person) GMB. This research note
includes a description of our experiences and lessons learned as well as
areas for further development.

Context

The workshop was planned to gather representatives from the business sec-
tor, public policy sector, and academia to work on two cases. The first case
addressed the Bergen, Norway, goal of becoming “fossil fuel free” by 2030,
and the second case focused on innovation across sectors for ocean technol-
ogy and offshore industry. The workshop was the first phase in a larger pro-
ject. Subsequent phases include a hackathon in which SD students and
practitioners use the causal loop diagrams from the workshop to generate
models and ideas for policy interventions. In phase three of the project, win-
ning submissions from the hackathon are refined and presented at an “inno-
vation festival” in Bergen.
Objectives of the workshop:

• Introduce systems thinking and system dynamics to participants;
• Engage diverse stakeholders;
• Build a shared understanding of a complex issue; and
• Motivate participants to consider where and how to intervene in the sys-

tem to achieve systemic change.
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The workshop had been planned for early June 2020 as an in-person, five-
hour GMB session with a focus on systems mapping. When it became clear
that the workshop could not be held as planned due to Covid-19 and social-
distancing requirements, we assembled an international team to redesign the
session as an online workshop on the same date.

Participants had little or no previous experience with systems mapping,
systems dynamics, or systems thinking. The workshop was advertised as a
“Crash Course in Systems Thinking,” and all participants referred to the pos-
sibility of learning a new skill or perspective (as opposed to having strong
stakes in the issue we were mapping) as a major reason for registering. Our
participants were fairly homogeneous in education levels and technological
savvy. Further, all participants were from Norway, a society typically char-
acterized as egalitarian and “flat,” with an expectation that everyone’s con-
tribution should be heard. Working with more diverse (ethnicity, familiarity
with technology, language abilities, etc.) groups, or groups with more com-
plex power dynamics, in an online environment will require more sophisti-
cated facilitation techniques, but that is not the focus of this research note.

Creating a workable architecture

The first step in moving our workshop online was finding a digital platform
that could support the activities and interactions in a GMB workshop. Partic-
ularly, we were looking for a collaborative platform that could ideally sup-
port both divergent and convergent activities:

• For divergent activities, we needed a workspace that allows for indepen-
dent, synchronous work by the participants. This includes tools for draw-
ing graphs, adding variable names or other information as text, as well as
for easy navigation across the mentioned elements.

• For convergent activities, we needed a platform that allowed for different
view levels, both a full-frame view of activity areas or the causal map, as
well as the opportunity to “zoom in” and focus on specific areas. Specific
features to draw causal maps were also a significant requirement, includ-
ing arrows that could “stick” to text boxes and graphs, to allow for easy
rearrangement of elements in the systems map.

A significant consideration for our design was to minimize the transitions
between workspaces and the learning curve for participants. While existing
SD softwares offer increasingly sophisticated causal-loop diagram abilities,
they do not allow for real-time group editing. Some members of the group
had experience with other online tools such as Kumu, Sheetless, Padlet,
Loopy, Mental Modeler, and Meetingsphere, but none of those platforms
met all our needs for divergent and convergent activities.
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After much searching, we realized that there was no perfect online plat-
form, but that one platform, Miro (miro.com), came close. Miro is a very flex-
ible, collaborative, and interactive online platform that includes a large
board, onto which different types of notes, discussions, and diagrams can be
placed. Everyone with access to the board can add or take away text or draw-
ings. Other valuable features include a timer and a “share screen” feature
that allows a facilitator to bring everyone to the same part of the board. Miro
includes a video chat function, though it only shows the videos of up to
three people at a time, and the facilitator could not mute all participants at
once. Lastly, although Miro’s tools include “sticky” arrows, we could not
easily assign +/− symbols to the arrows (though arrow color could be chan-
ged to show polarity). Another important limitation of Miro is that it does
not offer the possibility for turning the systems map into a simulatable
model in later stages of the GMB process.
As Miro could not meet all our needs, it was used in conjunction with

Zoom, email, Google Drive, and WhatsApp during various phases of work-
shop planning and execution (Figure 1).

Preparing for the workshop

Both divergent and convergent group activities were selected from standard
scripts, which define essential elements of the GMB workshop, the steps
needed to complete the script, and the outputs produced from the scripts
(Andersen and Richardson, 1997; Hovmand et al., 2011; Hovmand
et al., 2012). The modeling team then adapted the scripts to the online work-
shops and developed the workspace.
Every aspect of the workspace layout had to be built “by hand,” as Miro

does not include empty graphs or other templates that we needed. The main
design challenge was to find ways the platform could support the strengths
of the different activities. For divergent activities, we needed to give control
to the participants to produce their ideas. For this, we designed individual
workspaces that the participants could zoom in to and work without disrup-
tion or distraction. For convergent activities, a balance was necessary
between viewing large clustering or mapping spaces with the minimum pos-
sible loss of information on individual variables. Text boxes that automati-
cally resize depending on the zoom were particularly useful in this respect,
and a more “tight” design was selected to reduce information loss.
All members in the modeling team were trained in GMB methods, and the

entire team needed to be familiarized with the online workspace and their
roles to generate the best results. The roles included meeting opener/closer,
facilitators, modelers, and recorders, as indicated in the scripts. We also
included an additional role specific to the online architecture: the stage man-
ager who controlled the view of the workspace areas. The stage manager
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used the “Share Screen” mode and the “Bring-To-Self” feature to guide
stakeholders to different parts of the board while activities were described
and demonstrated with examples. For individual activities, the “Share
Screen” mode was turned off, and participants could navigate and zoom in
and out of the board as they desired.

Adapting GMB scripts

We used established scripts from Scriptapedia to facilitate the GMB work-
shop (Andersen and Richardson, 1997). The main steps, time required dur-
ing the session, and outcomes, were essentially the same from the original
scripts. The scripts we used are:

a. Graphs Over Time;
b. Variable Elicitation;
c. Initiating and Elaborating a Causal Loop Diagram;
d. Model Review;
e. Action Ideas;
f. Next Steps and Closing.

The differences between the original and adapted scripts for the virtual
environment, were (i) the materials, which were replaced by the tools in
Miro and (ii) some parallel activities in Miro that needed to be paired with
the corresponding step in the script. We created a Google document with the
steps in each script, timing, and the specific activities that the stage manager
and modeler needed to follow in Miro along with the facilitator’s activities.
This adapted script was applied in both case studies.

As an illustration, we present an example of how we adapted the Graph
Over Time script to Miro’s workspace. For practical reasons, we combined
the Graphs Over Time script with the Variable Elicitation script. Participants
first generated a set of graphs with the key factors they considered were
causing the problem, and we used those graphs as a starting point to elabo-
rate the CLD. Participants could then add variables using a text box as they
were building the diagram with the modeler’s help.

Fig 1. Applications used
in different phases of
online group model
building.
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To develop the layout and material for the script in Miro, the design team
focused on what usually “works” in the in-person execution of the script
and attempted to mimic, to the extent possible, the experience of a GMB
workshop. Due to the small size of the group, we were able to create individ-
ual virtual desks for independent work. Graphs Over Time templates were
placed on each workspace to reduce the need for moving elements in the
platform, and a “stack” of additional templates was placed next to each desk.
Following the script, a board for clustering ideas and a large area for systems
mapping were developed, accompanied by “parking lot” and “duplicates”
areas (Figure 2). In Table 1, we detail the activities and roles for online
implementation of the Graphs Over Time script.
After the Miro layout and the script were adapted, the entire team con-

ducted two practice rounds to test technical issues, visibility and ease of use
of elements on the board, and timing for different steps in the process.
Through the trials, the entire team could test the workshop experience in
real time and practice using tools and navigating the board as a participant.
In addition, team members developed familiarity with the script, roles, and
tasks and practiced interactions among each other to ensure a smooth experi-
ence for participants. These practice rounds resulted in a number of ideas
and adjustments for streamlining the workshop and improving user
experience.

During the workshop: the stakeholders’ experience

The day before the workshop, participants were sent an email with instruc-
tions for creating an account on Miro, a brief video (made by a team mem-
ber) showing participants how to use some of the tools on Miro, and links to
a Zoom meeting and the Miro board. The participants also received a work-
shop agenda describing each activity (see Table 1).
The workshop started in Zoom, a platform we knew most stakeholders

were familiar with (Figure 1). Here, we introduced the workshop and the
GMB process. We then asked participants to join their relevant board in Miro
via a link that had previously been sent to them in an email. A facilitator
stayed on Zoom to chat with participants who had trouble accessing the
Miro board and joining the video chat there.
The first activity on Miro was an icebreaker in which participants drew a

picture about their interests and wrote a few words about themselves. In
addition to getting people familiar with each other, this had the advantage of
encouraging participants to use the writing and drawing tools in Miro that
they would be using in the workshop activities (Figure 3). The modeling
team then followed the adapted scripts according to their roles. A summary
of the activities of the workshop is presented in Table 2.
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During the workshop: behind the scenes

The workshop team used communications apps (Zoom and WhatsApp) to
communicate privately both during active parts of the workshop and during
breaks (Figure 1). Direct messaging via WhatsApp allowed us to discuss
issues related to the workshop without disturbing participants and give each
other feedback on what we were observing. During breaks, we used Zoom to
discuss and edit the CLD. By muting ourselves in Miro, we could discuss
freely and collaboratively without disturbing participants who kept their
sound on. Facilitators, modelers, and stage managers accessed the prepared
scripts via Google Drive, and the same service was used by recorders to doc-
ument the session. As members of the workshop team were using Miro, Goo-
gle Drive, and a separate communications app at the same time, we found
having two screens very helpful.

After the workshop: lessons learned

Planning and conducting an online GMB workshop provided a rich learning
experience for facilitators and modelers in addition to participants. In a

Fig 2. The full view of the Graphs Over Time activity. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Table 1. Graphs Over
Time script adaptation Time (min)

(total)
11:00 11:35 Activity Facilitator Stage manager Modeler

2 Introduction Introduction and
activity
description

[Share Screen
mode]
Frame: Graphs
Over Time
overview

5 Example Description of
Graphs Over Time
template

[Share Screen
mode]

Description of
example factor

Frame: Example
factor

Draw example
from facilitator’s
description

3 Instructions Introduce
workspace and
stack

[EXIT Share
Screen mode]

Describe moving
templates

Zoom to table
(follow facilitator’s
description)

Instruct
participants to find
the desk with their
name and zoom in
Remind timing Zoom out to see all

desks + Bring-to-
Self so participants
see entire space to
easily identify
their desk

10 Individual
work

Team is muted and available for questions

15 Group work Inform that time is
up and remind
next steps.
Call on first
participant to
describe a factor.
Move to second
participant, etc.

Zoom to described
factor on desk +
Bring-To-Self

Move described
variable to
Clustering Area
and cluster. Use
Duplicates Area if
needed

[Share Screen
mode]

Describe themes
and confirm. If
needed, merge or
create themes

Top-View of
Clustering Area
and zoom in
following
modeler’s
descriptions
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Fig 3. Example of results of the icebreaker activity. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Table 2. Summary of workshop activities

Activity Description
Time
(min)

Miro workspace/Zoom setup Modeling team prepares the workspace and initial Zoom call. 30
Welcome, Introduction, Plan of the
day

Project leader welcomes participants and opens the meeting. Introduction
of modeling team and brief introduction to the activities that will be
completed along the workshop.

10

Introduction to ST/SD—Group
formation

Systems thinking and system dynamics are introduced by one member of
the modeling team. Participants then directed to their respective
workspaces in Miro.

15

Move between platforms Modeling team ensures that all participants have migrated to Miro and
joined the video call.

5

Icebreaker activity in Miro—within
each case study (Figure 3)

Participants introduce themselves using Miro features while familiarizing
themselves with the Miro’s tools.

20

Problem articulation Brief introduction of each case’s problem to be addressed during the
workshop.

10

Graphs Over Time (Figure 4) Participants identify key factors around our problem and their
development over time. Factors are clustered in a group discussion.

35

Break Modeler moves the clusters to the large CLD area. 5
Causal Mapping/Feedback loop
identification

Facilitator and modeler help participants find the connections between
different concepts or variables that contribute to or are affected by the
problem variable.

30

Lunch Break Modeling team reconvenes over Zoom to clean and update the CLD 30
Model review 15

(Continues)
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debriefing after the workshop, we collated a list of insights that we would
take forward into future online workshops. While some of these lessons
learned are general “best practices” for any stakeholder engagement exercise,
we highlight them here because we found them to be especially important in
an online environment.

Lessons: preparing for the workshop

• Standard facilitation scripts used for GMB workshops are a good starting
point for designing online workshops, but each activity needs to be

Table 2. Continued

Activity Description
Time
(min)

Facilitator gives a brief overview of how the map was updated during
lunch break. The facilitator also checks and confirms the map together
with participants in case there is something that needs to be added,
removed, or changed.

Action ideas Participants identify possible actions that can alleviate the problem and
how those fit into the systems map.

35

Model presentation (Figure 5) Facilitator summarizes the map cocreated during the workshop and allows
for further comments from participants.

10

Next Steps and Closing Project leader thanks participants for their time, informs them of how their
contributions will be carried forward, and invites them to stay after if they
have feedback or questions.

15

Fig 4. Behavior over time
graphs, clustered (ocean
business group). [Color
figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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carefully aligned with actions in the online platform. The script and
online workspace need to be tightly coupled and tested iteratively before
the workshop.

• The board should have a simple, intuitive layout that helps participants
know where to look and what to do.

• The interface design team can become very familiar with the platform and
its specific tools so that those seem more intuitive than they would be for
users. It is especially important, therefore, to test the workshop activities
and platform from a user’s perspective to avoid overestimating usability.

• The modeler and facilitator need to collaborate effectively and efficiently
during the workshop. The entire team should test and rehearse together
prior to the workshop.

Lessons: during the workshop

Technical

• Allow time for technical problems, especially when migrating between
platforms. Participants will need time to adjust audio and video settings,

Fig 5. Model presentation
(ocean business group).
[Color figure can be
viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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and so on. In general, limiting the number of platforms and transitions
reduces the chances for problems.

• Different stakeholders will have different comfort levels with technology,
and facilitators need to ensure that this does not impact one’s ability to
participate. Some participants felt comfortable moving their written ideas
around the board, while others needed assistance to move their contribu-
tion to the right place. The workshop team needs to adapt to participants’
needs.

• The screen sharing bring-to-me features on Miro are especially useful for
ensuring that everyone was looking at the same place at the same time
while we explained activities, and so on.

• Facilitators need to find the balance between letting participants manipu-
late the environment themselves versus moving elements on the board for
participants. This balance point will depend on many factors including
comfort with technology, time pressure, and a reading of participants’
energy levels.

Facilitation

• Icebreakers are especially important in online environments. Having an
icebreaker that encouraged people to use the tools on Miro that were rele-
vant for the planned activities was very useful.

• Good facilitation is enhanced by in-person interaction with participants,
and it is shaped by how we use our body and voice and read verbal and
nonverbal cues. In an online context, facilitators can only rely on partici-
pants’ voices and faces in a video frame. Facilitators need to find ways to
compensate for the lack of physical presence, such as checking in with
participants more frequently. Building a good rapport with participants in
the beginning of the workshop can support active participation through-
out the workshop.

• Online dialog is more formal. People can be more hesitant to speak up
and more concerned about speaking over others. Asking for volunteers,
especially in a larger group, can result in silence. Instead, the facilitator
may need to proactively ask specific people to share their work or ideas.
We used several rounds of sharing ideas to build up dialog.

• Our groups of stakeholders were relatively small (between 5 and 10 partic-
ipants) and came from similar organizations and backgrounds. Partici-
pants communicated effectively with us and with each other throughout
the workshop. Larger or more diverse groups will likely need more for-
mal/advanced facilitation techniques.

• Small, frequent breaks for stretching, coffee, and checking email are nec-
essary. We posted the schedule within the Miro board, so it could always
be referred to. In general, participation in online workshops can be more
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energy demanding than participation in in-person workshops, and this
should be a consideration when designing the schedule.

• Convergent activities are more challenging to facilitate than divergent
activities in this setting. Facilitators need to be clear about who is speak-
ing (e.g. ask the participant to repeat their name) and may need to assist
the speaker in directing the focus to the part of the map or board that they
want to discuss.

• Online script templates could be shared and reused in future workshops
with context-specific modifications. As online GMB becomes more
established, we envision that online scripts and templates could be paired
and made freely available, much the way Scriptapedia functions today.

Further development and concluding remarks

We see several facets of online GMB that should be further explored and
developed. Our experience points to the importance of good facilitation tech-
niques. GMB likely works best with stakeholder groups with low levels of
power differences (Vennix, 1996). It would be especially valuable to explic-
itly test to what degree facilitation techniques could address power dynam-
ics in an online workshop. We also see the benefit in creating a guide or
training to learn facilitation techniques for GMB in online environments.

Further research could also determine optimum group sizes for this meth-
odology. Small groups allow for easier online dialog, yet larger groups can
provide a greater diversity of perspectives and contexts. This balance point
will depend on the chat and video capabilities of the online platforms in
addition to the usual considerations for a workshop (e.g. topic complexity,
group heterogeneity). Our workshop used common scripts (such as Graphs
Over Time and Action Ideas), and we would welcome further explorations
of implementing other GMB scripts (e.g. Causal Mapping with Seed Struc-
ture) virtually or even asynchronously.

Evaluations of long-term mental model changes, especially as compared
to in-person workshops, would improve our understanding of the impact of
online systems mapping on stakeholders. Surveys before and several weeks
after the workshop could assess levels of engagement and information
retention (Scott et al., 2013). Paired studies, with some stakeholders
assigned to an online workshop and others assigned to an in-person work-
shop on the same topic, could aid this understanding. If conditions in a
multisession workshop allow, approaches that combine initial in-person
meetings with subsequent online meetings, or that combine in-person con-
vergent activities with online divergent activities, could be investigated.
Due to power dynamics and facilitation challenges, we do not recommend
having some participants in person and others online in the same work-
shop session. As more examples of online GMB workshops are assembled,
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we’d like to see more systematization and standardization of approaches in
order to ensure comparability across workshops (McCardle et al., 2009;
Scott et al., 2016).
Moving GMB workshops online is not without challenges, but we feel that

the significant time and effort invested in bringing a system’s mapping expe-
rience into an online environment was worth it. Our initial instinct was con-
firmed: online GMB works! We received positive feedback from a number of
participants, including “I came out of [the workshop] with very useful expe-
rience and ideas for how we can carry out workshops and think holistically
about our customers’ problems” and “I learned a lot about systems thinking
and system dynamics and want to learn even more now.” This relatively
simple workshop allowed us to test the possibilities we saw in online GMB
and develop ideas for further exploration.
Choosing between online or in-person GMB depends on workshop

aims. In-person experiences provide a wealth of interactions that open
the space for creating a rich understanding of the issue at hand. That
same depth of interaction cannot be recreated online, at least not with
today’s technology. Online GMB can, however, open up for a larger
breadth of interactions by including people who, because of time,
finances, or distance would otherwise be excluded. As online GMB takes
place in a “neutral” space, it may also make it easier to bring people
together from across organizations and institutions. In short, online GMB
offers significant advantages that are fundamentally different from the
advantages of in-person GMB.
We believe that further explorations of how best to include this breadth

in a digital platform can enrich the practice of GMB as a whole. We view
online group model building as a parallel methodology that warrants fur-
ther development, and we look forward to learning from each other’s’
experiences in the system dynamics community as this methodology
advances.
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Sustainability-oriented innovaƼon (SOI) is receiving increased focus, 
as sustainability takes a more central role in business, development, 
and educaƼon arenas. SOI processes typically draw from design 
thinking toolkits, with a focus on the user’s needs and experiences.
While this is an effecƼve way to ensure that the innovaƼon process is 
grounded in real, definable needs, it’s also limited in its ability to place 
the problem in a larger societal and systemic context. This can lead to 
a narrow or incomplete problem definiƼon.  
We designed and tested a new approach for eliciƼng and defining 
problems for SOI. Our work shows that using systems mapping in the 
problem definiƼon phase of SOI helps set adequate boundaries for 
the problem space and increases understanding of how the system
influences itself over Ƽme. As “sustainability” is a systems property, 
we find that the “helicopter view” provided by systems mapping 
complements the empatheƼc design thinking approach to form a 
more robust problem definiƼon. We present this combined
methodology and provide examples of where and how it’s been used.
These examples illustrate the potenƼal of design thinking and systems 
mapping to support and enhance problem definiƼon for SOI and 
provide the basis for discussing future research direcƼons.    
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1. Introduction  

Adequate and comprehensive problem definiƼon is a key step in any type of innovaƼon 
process, but it is parƼcularly true when innovaƼng for sustainability. Sustainability-oriented 
innovaƼon (SOI) has defined characterisƼcs that disƼnguish it from other types of innovaƼon 
processes, including the need to include a long Ƽme horizon, examine the problem in a larger 
context, and consider mulƼdimensional targets (ie, environmental, social, and economic 
impacts) (Buhl et al., 2019).  
 
InnovaƼon processes typically draw from design thinking toolkits. The design thinking 
approach focuses on the user’s needs and experiences, which provide valuable insights that 
guide innovaƼon development (Carlgren, Rauth, & Elmquist, 2016; Roth, Globocnik, Rau, & 
Neyer, 2020). While this approach is an effecƼve way to ensure that the innovaƼon process is 
grounded in real, definable needs, it’s also limited in its ability to place the problem in a larger 
societal and systemic context (Hoolohan & Browne, 2020). This can lead to a narrow or 
incomplete problem definiƼon. The unique characterisƼcs of SOI heighten the importance of 
developing a holisƼc problem definiƼon, yet current SOI development is usually characterized 
by ill-specified problem statements (Buhl et al., 2019).  

Systems mapping is a group model building approach that focuses on empowering 
parƼcipants to create a shared understanding of a complex problem (Hovmand, 2014; 
Hovmand et al., 2012; Videira, Antunes, Santos, & Lopes, 2010). The approach to and 
understanding of systems is an outgrowth of systems thinking and system dynamics. The suite 
of tools implemented in systems mapping are parƼcularly helpful in creaƼng consensus 
around adequate system boundaries and understanding how the system influences itself over 
Ƽme from an aggregated and cross-disciplinary perspecƼve (Videira et al., 2010). This 
approach addresses some of the key needs of SOI, but on it’s own, systems mapping can lack 
the specificity and empatheƼc perspecƼve that design thinking engenders (Buchanan, 2019). 
We assert that an approach that includes both design thinking and systems mapping can 
create a more in-depth and richly detailed problem descripƼon that includes both individual 
perspecƼves and systemic understanding.  

Our approach, called systems sustainability-oriented innovaƼon (SSOI), builds on the 
strengths of design thinking and systems mapping pracƼces to create a more robust problem 
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statement. We present the theory behind this approach and discuss the pracƼcal 
consideraƼons of employing such an approach. Finally, we provide two empirical examples of 
a combined approach in problem definiƼon workshops. These examples illustrate the 
potenƼal of SSOI to support and enhance problem definiƼon for sustainability innovaƼon and 
provide the basis for discussing future research direcƼons.  

 

1.1 Sustainability and innovation  

Sustainability is increasingly idenƼfied as a key driver of innovaƼon for companies, and 
environmental and social criteria have been incorporated into default design criteria, in 
addiƼon to tradiƼonal criteria such as profitability, aestheƼcs, etc. (Gaziulusoy, 2015). 
Sustainability is a broad and normaƼve concept, with a problem- and process-oriented 
applicaƼon that has grown out of a desire to ensure that both current and future generaƼons 
can meet their own needs without compromising planetary life support systems (Brundtland, 
1987; Nagatsu et al., 2020; Shahadu, 2016). InnovaƼon that accounts for sustainability 
requires explicit consideraƼon of sustainability’s defining characterisƼcs.  
 
“Sustainability” is a system property, rather than a property of elements in the system. Only 
when the system as a whole is sustainable can the individual components of the system be 
considered sustainable (Gaziulusoy, 2015). This has implicaƼons for individuals embedded in 
a society and what level(s) of society a SOI should target. InnovaƼon for sustainability needs 
a systems vantage point to evaluate the product/service innovaƼon within the system in 
which they will be produced and consumed (Gaziulusoy, 2015; Gaziulusoy & Brezet, 2015).  
 
In addiƼon, the emergent qualiƼes of systems mean that the consequences of working 
towards or achieving sustainability may be different at the individual versus the societal level, 
raising quesƼons of social jusƼce (Benneǆ, Blythe, Cisneros-Montemayor, Singh, & Sumaila, 
2019). Individuals may need to change their lifestyles and livelihoods in ways that are difficult 
or uncomfortable in order to move towards sustainability at the societal level. Changes that 
may be experienced as negaƼve at the individual level may have emergent posiƼve impacts 
at the societal level, reinforcing the need for SOI to consider both individuals and society in 
an explicitly systems perspecƼve (Benneǆ et al., 2019).  
 
“Sustainability” is inherently mulƼdimensional, and working towards sustainability 
innovaƼon requires consideraƼon of mulƼdimensional targets (Buhl et al., 2019; Videira et 
al., 2010). OperaƼonalizing sustainability requires a comprehensive consideraƼon of acƼons 
and impacts across sectors (such as environment, society, and economy) and a recogniƼon of 
interrelaƼons and interdependency across spaƼal and temporal scales (including future 
generaƼons) (Gibson, 2006; Hjorth & Bagheri, 2006; Videira et al., 2010).  
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These characterisƼcs of sustainability have consequences for designing an appropriate 
innovaƼon process. Typical innovaƼon processes are focused on individual products or 
services. These innovaƼons result in only minor improvements in sustainability terms 
(Gaziulusoy & Brezet, 2015), yet sustainability-oriented innovaƼon (SOI) will oũen require 
soluƼons that move beyond incremental adjustments on a product or technology level (Buhl 
et al., 2019). Explicitly incorporaƼng and addressing the disƼncƼve aspects of sustainability, 
described above, in the innovaƼon process is necessary for SOI. InnovaƼon aimed at 
sustainability should have a systems and societal scope that accounts for mulƼdimensional 
targets (Buhl et al., 2019).  
 
In parƼcular, problem definiƼon is an oũen neglected phase in SOI, and current SOI processes 
are usually characterized by poorly- specified problem statements (Buhl et al., 2019). Defining 
the scope of the problem defines the space in which innovaƼve soluƼons can be developed. 
A problem defined too narrowly limits the space of available soluƼons and might therefore 
lead to soluƼons that are too confined to have a meaningful impact (Hoolohan & Browne, 
2020). TradiƼonal approaches to innovaƼon tend to focus on individual users and their needs 
when defining the problem. This focus, though valuable, can exclude the broader, cross-
sectoral and systems perspecƼves needed to adequately define a sustainability related 
problem.  

 

1.2 Current approaches to problem definition  

The innovaƼon and design fields are characterized by plurality and, as a result, ambiguity in 
terms and approaches (Buchanan, 2019). While other academic fields typically emphasize 
convergence on canonical theories, the shiũing and distributed nature of social innovaƼon’s 
theoreƼcal foundaƼon is oũen viewed as an asset for further development (Bijl-Brouwer & 
Malcolm, 2020). Approaches overlap (and complement) in name and methodology, with 
some based in theories of construcƼvist learning and others derived from pracƼce and 
experience (Buchanan, 2019; Sevaldson, 2018). Rather than defined methodologies, design 
tools can be beǆer understood as a suite of adapƼve pracƼces tailored to the specific needs 
of the problem being examined (Bijl-Brouwer & Malcolm, 2020).  
 
Among these many adapƼve pracƼces, we focus on design thinking as a well-established and 
widely applied approach within the design pracƼƼoner SOI community. Design thinking is a 
suite of pracƼƼoner-based, problem solving approaches that typically emphasizes a user-
centered, empatheƼc process (Buhl et al., 2019). The approach is loosely characterized by a 
blend of creaƼve and analyƼc modes of reasoning and various hands-on tools and techniques 
(Buhl et al., 2019). As a suite of pracƼces, design thinking implementaƼon varies across 
contexts, with some pracƼces emphasizing iteraƼon and others focused on deep user 
empathy and understanding (Carlgren et al., 2016). As such, there is no single accepted 
definiƼon of design thinking (Buhl et al., 2019; Carlgren et al., 2016; Jones, 2014). Most 
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exisƼng literature on design thinking is aimed at pracƼƼoners rather than academics, and it 
tends to emphasize tools and acƼviƼes rather than theoreƼcal foundaƼons (Buhl et al., 2019).  
 
Design thinking projects typically start with an exploratory phase that seeks to empatheƼcally 
understand the given problem from the user’s perspecƼve. Through observing users in real-
life situaƼons in context, the pracƼƼoner defines an adequate problem and soluƼon space 
(Buhl et al., 2019; Carlgren et al., 2016). This focus on immediate users can infuse the design 
process with empathy and realism, providing valuable insights into what people do, value, 
and desire (Hoolohan & Browne, 2020).  
 
One common, established expression of design thinking is the “double diamond” (Clune & 
Lockrey, 2014; Conway, Masters, & Thorold, 2017) (Fig. 1). As a pracƼce, the double diamond 
is typically defined as having five steps that are iteraƼvely applied. The five steps are divided 
into diverging and converging phases, where diverging phases widen perspecƼves and 
converging phases increase focus.  
 
Within these double diamonds, five steps are typically defined. (1) Empathy: the point of view 
of the user is elicited.(2) Define: Knowledge about the user is disƼlled and formulated as 
specific needs, wants or requirements (problem definiƼon). (3) IdeaƼon: ideas for soluƼons 
are formulated based on the specific needs and requirements one is aiming to saƼsfy.(4) 
Prototyping: ideas are implemented in first stage products or services.(5) TesƼng: potenƼal 
users and other relevant stakeholders test and provide feedback on the prototypes. These 
five steps are iteraƼve and the process may be parƼally or completely revisited several Ƽmes.  
 
We recognize that the double diamond approach is one of many approaches to design 
thinking, and design thinking is only one of many approaches to innovaƼon. SƼll, many SOI 
processes are framed around design thinking methodologies (Buhl et al., 2019). While design 
thinking tools are commonly used for innovaƼon processes, a user-focused innovaƼon 
process such as design thinking can limit the innovaƼon scope in ways that exclude 
mulƼdimensional targets, societal impacts, and systemic understanding, further contribuƼng 
to poorly defined problems (Buhl et al., 2019; Hoolohan & Browne, 2020). This limitaƼon of 
design thinking to meet the needs of SOI are well documented in the academic literature, yet 
there are few studies that propose or implement methodologies to address that gap (Jones, 
2014; Pourdehnad, Wexler, & Wilson, 2011). A key research quesƼon for SOI is how design 
thinking can progress beyond its focus on individual users and also engage in reconfiguring 
social, poliƼcal, and material systems (Hoolohan & Browne, 2020).  
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1.3 The systems mapping intervention in SOI  

Systems approaches to design have long been seen as valuable for placing design processes 
and products in larger contexts (Buchanan, 2019), and the benefit of combining elements of 
design thinking with elements of systems methodologies as a path towards robust innovaƼon 
processes for complex challenges is highlighted in several studies (Bausch, 2002; Conway et 
al., 2017; Jones, 2014; Pourdehnad et al., 2011).  
 
A number of systems-oriented methodologies have been developed to aid in problem 
definiƼon, including systems mapping, gigamapping and synthesis maps. These 
methodologies vary in scope, stakeholder involvement, and required resources and skills 
(Jones & Bowes, 2017). All three approaches produce a collaboraƼve visual arƼfact that 
represents the parƼcipants’ learning and understanding of a complex system. Gigamapping 
demands the most Ƽme and experƼse, and results in the highest level of detail of the three 
approaches, while systems mapping, the focus of our research, requires the least Ƽme and 
no experƼse and produces a lower level of detail in the resulƼng map (Jones & Bowes, 2017).  

 
Systems mapping, one of a suite of tools for group model building, is a parƼcipatory approach 
to creaƼng a shared understanding of and communicaƼon about a complex problem (Videira 
et al., 2010). Systems mapping can be a stand alone stakeholder engagement process or a 
starƼng point for developing a system dynamics model, which is a mathemaƼcal model based 
on differenƼal equaƼons. Systems mapping includes a toolbox of scripts, or acƼviƼes, that can 
be implemented in a variety of stakeholder contexts to elicit understanding of a complex 
problem, idenƼfy leverage points for intervenƼon, and more (Hovmand et al., 2011, 2012). 
Systems mapping is oũen considered a tool for implemenƼng systems thinking. Though 

Fig. 1. A typical representation of the design thinking “double diamond” (adapted from 
Conway et al., (2017)). 
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systems thinking is poorly defined in the literature, it’s broadly understood as an approach to 
complexity that emphasizes feedback and an awareness that a system’s structure creates its 
behavior.  
 
Systems mapping’s parƼcular strengths include eliciƼng a shared, visual understanding of a 
problem and its interconnecƼons across disciplinary and sectoral boundaries. Further, 
through that process, the systems mapping creates a forum for discussion that can formalize 
understanding of a complex problem (Scoǆ, Cavana, & Cameron, 2016; Videira et al., 2010; 
Videira, Antunes, & Santos, 2017). The resulƼng systems map typically has a focus on 
feedback within the system and on developing an adequate system boundary. It makes causal 
relaƼonships explicit and can funcƼon as a reference point and boundary object for further 
discussions of leverage points and intervenƼons in the system. In systems mapping, emphasis 
is not on the individual’s experience but on the aggregated structure of a complex issue. In 
contrast to design thinking, systems mapping takes an aggregated perspecƼve and can 
provide a “helicopter view” of a problem.  
 
The systems mapping intervenƼon as implemented in this study is a “quick and dirty” 
approach, especially when compared with approaches such as gigamapping and synthesis 
maps. Designers implemenƼng gigamapping or synthesis mapping can use months to create 
a comprehensive and visually detailed map (Jones & Bowes, 2017; Sevaldson, 2018). Our 
implementaƼon of systems mapping (outlined in the following secƼon) generally takes less 
than two hours and requires no formal training for parƼcipants. Though less richly detailed 
than other approaches, the systems mapping intervenƼon is designed to quickly give non-
experts an aggregated and dynamic perspecƼve on their sustainability issue.  

 

2. Method: applying systems sustainability-oriented innovation  

We propose employing systems mapping in the problem definiƼon phase of design thinking 
as a way to address the user-focused limitaƼons idenƼfied above. We call this approach 
systems sustainability-oriented innovaƼon (SSOI). We modified the standard five step design 
thinking approach by adding a systems mapping acƼvity in the first divergent phase of the 
design thinking process (Fig. 2). By adjusƼng and adding to the design thinking pracƼƼoner 
process, we were able to enlarge and contextualize the problem scope for SOI.  
 
Our systems mapping acƼvity was based on the open source “IniƼaƼng and ElaboraƼng a 
Causal Loop Diagram” facilitaƼon guide (also called a script) in Scriptapedia (Hovmand et al., 
2011). This script is especially valuable for creaƼng consensus and improving communicaƼon 
around a problem. While systems mapping facilitaƼon guides are intended to be 
implemented in person, in our case, we modified the guide to move the process online due 
to Covid-19. Online systems mapping is a relaƼvely new pracƼce, but has been shown to 
provide valuable experiences and insights for parƼcipants (Wilkerson et al., 2020).  
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In the facilitaƼon guide, parƼcipants are asked to idenƼfy a key problem variable for the 
specific case they are working on. Once parƼcipants agree on the variable, they start tracing 
causality by asking “what causes this variable to change?” This quesƼon helps idenƼfy the 
Fig. 2. ElaboraƼng on (Conway et al., 2017) - introducing a systems perspecƼve in the early 
phase of an innovaƼon process allows for sustainability to be more fully considered 
throughout the process. 

 

variable(s) that influence the original variable. As each new variable is added to the map, the 
group connects it to exisƼng variables with arrows to indicate influence (Fig. 3). This process 
is informally referred to as “mapping backwards,” as chains of influence are traced back from 
the key variable.  

 

By repeaƼng this process, the systems map evolves. ParƼcipants are further challenged to 
consider polarity of relaƼonships by asking “ if there is an increase in variable A, is that causing 
an increase or a decrease in variable B?” Through noƼng variables’ relaƼonships and 
polariƼes, parƼcipants build the systems map. Towards the end of the process, parƼcipants 
are asked to idenƼfy loops, or cyclically chained variables, in the system. Feedback loops are 
also classified as either “balancing” or “reinforcing,” where balancing loops dampen and 
reinforcing loops amplify phenomena over Ƽme. IdenƼfying loop characterisƼcs helps 
parƼcipants understand how the system influences itself over Ƽme.  
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The output of this SSOI process is a systems map (also known as a causal loop diagram) that 
illustrates relaƼonships among major variables in the system and clearly delineates the 

system boundaries (i.e. the problem space) relevant to the key variable. The systems map 
provides a “helicopter view” of the problem that complements the empatheƼc, individual 
perspecƼve in design thinking.  
Fig. 3. Example systems map developed by students. 
 
The systems map is one of several inputs into following design thinking exercises, where 
parƼcipants conduct interviews and explore the points of view of people within various parts 
of their system map. The aim of including systems mapping in design thinking is not to 
seamlessly integrate the two methodologies. Rather, the systems map parƼcipants produce 
is intended to provide a new perspecƼve that can both enhance and disrupt the standard 
empatheƼc, human-centered perspecƼve of design thinking.  

3. Examples SSOI in practice  

To test the potenƼal of SSOI, we applied the methodology and collected data on the process 
and results in two seǈngs: a problem- definiƼon workshop for sustainable business 
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innovaƼon and a sustainable innovaƼon course for bachelor degree students. Both cases 
were run online, using Zoom (zoom.us) for communicaƼon and Miro (miro.com) for acƼviƼes.  

3.1 SSOI in business settings  

The Bergen2030 innovaƼon compeƼƼon was run by a business incubator that gathered 
sustainability “headaches” from businesses and a municipality. Examples of headaches 
included emissions from construcƼon sites, waste material from Omega-3 fish oil 
producƼon, and electricity management in housing associaƼons. The aim of the compeƼƼon 
was to gather and refine the sustainability problems, then allow interdisciplinary teams to 
compete to solve or improve the problem. The organizaƼons with the headaches first 
gathered in a workshop to refine their problem descripƼon, and then the team compeƼƼon 
took place several weeks later. In relaƼon to the double diamond, the problem descripƼon 
workshop corresponded to the first diamond, while the team compeƼƼon corresponded to 
the second diamond.  
 
We applied the SSOI methodology in the problem descripƼon workshop. The explicit aims of 
the two day workshop were to 1) Further develop and increase the quality of the 
organizaƼon’s problem descripƼon to be used in the following phases of the innovaƼon 
process; and 2) provide training in a set of acƼviƼes and tools that parƼcipants could use 
independently in other innovaƼon processes. Each of the five parƼcipaƼng organizaƼons 
(total of 20 parƼcipants) had different levels of experience and formal competence in 
innovaƼon pracƼce. The parƼcipaƼng organizaƼons included large corporaƼons with business 
acƼviƼes within shipping, aquaculture, real estate, and power-grid services. A municipal 
public management body also parƼcipated. The team members represented a wide array of 
professions and experience levels within innovaƼon processes. One team consisted of a 
company’s internal innovaƼon department, where all members had both experience and 
academic training in design thinking and product/services design, while other teams included 
accountants, markeƼng-personnel, VPs, engineers and architects – all with widely varying 
previous training or experience with innovaƼon and product/service design.  
 
The problem definiƼon workshop consisted of a series of exercises that built on each other. 
At the start of each exercise, parƼcipants were given a brief introducƼon to the acƼvity and 
its aims and purpose. ParƼcipants then worked within their groups with facilitators circulaƼng 
to provide assistance as needed. Exercises included tradiƼonal design thinking acƼviƼes, such 
as “empatheƼc interviews” and “points of view,” in addiƼon to the systems mapping exercise. 
The outcome of the two day workshop was a comprehensive problem descripƼon that could 
be delivered to teams working on the problem in the compeƼƼon.  
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Table 1  
Workshop Summary.   
AcƼvity  DescripƼon  Prompts  Time  

(minutes)  
IntroducƼon  PresentaƼon by facilitators. 

IntroducƼon to systems mapping 
with two examples of systems maps: 
one addressing populaƼon dynamics 
and one addressing urban housing 
development. Focus on 
understanding:   

• A Variable as a 
phenomenon, element, or enƼty 
that can be measured and either 
increase or decrease in magnitude.   
• A Causal Link as a 
connecƼon between Variables that 
indicates how a change in one 
variable would affect another 
variable.   
• A Feedback Loop as a 
circular arrangement of causally 
connected variables.   

 15  

IdenƼfy a 
key variable  

Facilitated group discussion. IdenƼfy 
key variable as a point of departure 
for the mapping exercise.   

• Business case: Is there 
anything in the material produced 
in the previous exercises that you 
consider a key variable parƼcularly 
important for your understanding 
of your challenge? Or can you think 
of something completely new that 
would be important for your 
challenge?   
• Student case: Can anyone 
suggest a relevant key variable to 
start with here? It does not have to 
be the most criƼcal or most 
important, but we need a place to 
start.  

5  
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Causal 
mapping  

Facilitated group discussion. Team 
members add variables and connect 
them via causal links; thereby 
iteraƼvely expanding the systems 
map in a “mapping backwards” 
process as described in secƼon 2.   

• What causes your variable to 
change? Or is your variable causing 
a change in another variable?   
• Is the change in the same or 
in the opposite direcƼon?   
• What else can cause a 
change in X variable?   
• What would a change in X 
cause down the line?  

40-50  

IdenƼfy 
Feedback 
Loops  

Facilitated group discussion. 
ParƼcipants are challenged to 
idenƼfy closed loops where chains of 
variables are linked together to form 
full circles. Facilitator may idenƼfy 
first feedback loop and emphasize 
the “story” each loop tells (ie, how it 
relates to the larger system).   

• What is the feedback story 
here?   
• What is the nature of this 
feedback loop is it reinforcing or is 
it balancing?  

10  

Debrief  Facilitator summary and facilitated 
group discussion. Facilitator 
summarize the findings in the 
Systems Map focusing on idenƼfied 
feedback loops and loose ends. 
Facilitator highlights that the work is 
not complete and encourages the 
parƼcipants to keep working to 
expand the Systems Map to be more 
comprehensive, and to use it as a 
boundary object for their further 
work with the innovaƼon challenge.   

• What system behaviors have 
we found that should be 
considered when we move forward 
with our innovaƼon process?   
• Are there any counter-
intuiƼve or potenƼally un- desired 
effect loops we should be aware 
of?  

15   

 

3.2 SSOI in educational settings  

The Sustainable InnovaƼon course at the University of Bergen is an opƼonal course for 
bachelor level students from all faculƼes, and students must apply and be accepted into the 
course. The focus of the course is teaching students innovaƼon methodologies and 
sustainability concepts. The bulk of the course is a project in which students work in teams 
with five to seven members to address a “real world” sustainability challenge presented by 
a client.  
 
In 2021, the course had 30 students from four faculƼes. Almost none of the students had 
previous experience or training in systems mapping or design thinking. The systems mapping 
workshop was the first exercise the students did in their teams and the first acƼvity related 
to their innovaƼon challenge.  
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The workshop consisted of a 15 minute introducƼon to systems mapping by the authors, one 
hour of facilitator-assisted workshop in the teams, and a 15 minute plenary debrief. In the 
workshop, the teams agreed on a key variable for their problem, then built a systems map 
using that variable as a starƼng point. Though the workshop was short, many teams 
conƼnued to work on their systems map aũer the workshop had ended. In class meeƼngs 
subsequent to our workshop, students received training and facilitaƼon in design thinking.  

 

3.4 Workshop structure  

The idea of expanding the tradiƼonal design thinking approach to include a systems 
perspecƼve in SOI emerged in discussions between the business workshop organizers and 
the authors. In preparaƼon for the business workshop, the authors worked closely with the 
workshop organizaƼon team and facilitators. The workshop program was developed over a 
period of four months and was considered a pilot project for innovaƼon.  
 
The student systems mapping workshop built on the experience, feedback and evaluaƼon of 
the business workshop. Few adaptaƼons were necessary, though the parƼcipants and starƼng 
points were different in this seǈng. In both cases, the systems mapping workshop was based 
on the “IniƼaƼng and ElaboraƼng a Causal Loop Diagram” facilitaƼon guide in Scriptapedia 
(Hovmand et al., 2011) (Table 1).  
 
Aũer the business workshop the system maps remained available for the parƼcipaƼng teams. 
They were also collated into a more comprehensive insight report (including the results of 
exercises they did prior to systems mapping) that was delivered to the teams. Teams 
conƼnued work with the “second diamond,” where soluƼons to the predefined “headaches” 
were sought over the course of a 48 hour hackathon.  
 
Students in the academic course maintained access to their systems maps, and many teams 
conƼnued to work on, and with, the systems maps generated through the workshop.  

 

4. Data collection and analysis  

For both cases, we analyzed the systems maps generated by parƼcipants for evidence of 
mulƼdimensional perspecƼves and inclusion of both individual and societal aspects. We also 
conducted and analyzed interviews and surveys to beǆer understand the learning process 
and perceived value of systems mapping for problem definiƼon. The systems maps provide 
insights into the problem descripƼons, while surveys and interviews provide insights into the 
process.  
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4.1 SSOI in business settings  

Aũer the workshop, we conducted semi-structured interviews of five professionals (one from 
each parƼcipaƼng team). The semi- structured interviews were carried out along a predefined 
interview protocol; all respondents were interviewed by the same protocol. The interview 
protocol consisted of three main lines of quesƼons: (1) Baseline – assessing the previous 
experience with innovaƼon, design and systems thinking. (2) Workshop ExecuƼon – assessing 
how the respondents experienced the theory, examples, exercises and facilitaƼon of the 
workshop. (3) UƼlity – assessing to what extent components of the workshop were found to 
be useful by respondents. The protocol also included room for any other remarks or 
comments observed by the respondents.  
 
Interviews were conducted by both co-authors via video meeƼng. The interviews were 30–
60 min in length and were later transcribed and analyzed. The analysis was carried out in 
several iteraƼons during which the authors reviewed the responses for menƼoning or 
discussing the key elements of SOI, including longer Ƽme horizons, problem definiƼons 
spanning individual and societal aspects, and mulƼdimensionality (Buhl et al., 2019). In 
addiƼon, the systems maps generated by parƼcipants were collected for analysis and 
assessed for the same elements.  
 
Of the six parƼcipaƼng teams in the business case, all teams idenƼfied a minimum of five 
different sectors or dimensions intrinsic to their problem space. Typically, these dimensions 
included economic sectors (finance and market structures), social sectors (various user 
groups and government policies), and environmental sectors (for example, waste 
management, climate footprint, water quality).  
 
Four out of six teams idenƼfied a minimum of two feedback loops. Of the two teams that did 
not idenƼfy feedback, one team did not parƼcipate in the whole workshop. The second team 
stated that they did not have sufficient Ƽme to complete the task during the workshop, but 
that they had conƼnued to work with the systems mapping exercise aũer the workshop both 
as a team and individually, and that conƼnued work revealed interesƼng and potenƼally 
important dynamics.  
 
One team draũed a comprehensive systems map during the workshop and idenƼfied about 
a dozen minor and major feedback loops, straddling several dimensions. Their map included 
both individual and societal perspecƼves and idenƼfied tensions between these perspecƼves. 
This team reported that idenƼfying causal feedback in their problem space was parƼcularly 
useful for moving forward with the innovaƼon task.  
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4.2 SSOI in educational settings  

At the end of the course, we conducted a brief survey of students (response rate = 52%) to 
gauge their experience and learning. We also collected the systems maps created by the 
students for analysis.  
Five out of six teams developed detailed systems map during the workshop, including a 
minimum of four and a maximum of eight dimensions spanning environmental, economic, 
and societal sectors. Two teams conƼnued to work on their systems map aũer the workshop, 
and both of these teams increased the number of variables and links in their systems maps 
by a factor of three. All teams who successfully created a systems map also idenƼfied key 
feedback loops and interacƼons among sectors in their system.  
 
Fig. 4 shows the work of one of the teams in the student case. The team worked on defining 
a SOI problem related to an emerging industry of deep water mineral extracƼon on the 
Norwegian conƼnental shelf. None of the team members had any prior knowledge of the 
subject, and informaƼon about the case was given to them on the morning of the workshop. 
The systems map they created is not comprehensive, but instead represents the group’s 
status at the end of the 1.5 hour workshop.  
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The systems map introduces a number of dimensions into the problem space beyond the 

individual “user,” in this case a company invested in deep sea minerals. The team started with 
the key variable “ExtracƼon of minerals in the deep sea.” Using a “mapping backward” 
technique, they idenƼfied both the presence of mining technology and state policy as primary 
factors affecƼng deep sea mining. State policy is affected by technological development and 
knowledge status, ethical consideraƼons, and profitability. Profitability is affected by acƼviƼes 
in the fisheries sector (a major industry in Norway). The fisheries sector is affected by changes 
in the physical and biological environment, and those environmental factors are affected, in 
turn by deep sea mining, the key variable. Further, students idenƼfied link polarity (shown as 
black and red arrows in Fig. 4). Link polarity refers to the direcƼon in which one variable 
affects another over Ƽme. For example, increased seabed mining increases seabed 
disturbances (black arrow), which has a negaƼve impact on biodiversity (red arrow).  
 

Fig. 4. Example systems map from the education case. Students identified interactions 
among economic, environmental, and societal sectors within their problem definition. 
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In sum, we can see that the students idenƼfied economic, environmental, and societal sectors 
and explored how those sectors relate to and influence each other. The system map idenƼfies 
important dynamics in the problem space as it evolves over Ƽme. It implicitly includes a long 
Ƽme horizon, as the causal loop described above will play out dynamically over many years.  
 
Survey results indicate that most students had no previous experience in system mapping or 
design thinking (Fig. 5). Almost all respondents found the SSOI workshop to be useful or very 
useful. The strongest values they reported from the workshop include using the systems map 
as a discussion tool and reference object and idenƼfying innovaƼon ideas (intervenƼon 
points) within the map. Almost 30% of respondents conƼnued to develop the systems map 
on their own aũer the workshop.  

 
Fig. 5. Summary results from student survey aũer the workshop.   
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5. Discussion  

Through employing systems mapping in the problem definiƼon phase of design thinking, we 
aimed to incorporate the specific requirements of sustainability in an innovaƼon context: a 
systems vantage point, individual and societal interacƼons, and mulƼdimensionality. Our 
analysis shows that SSOI provides value as both as a capacity-building process and as a 
product for highlighƼng sustainability aspects in problem definiƼons.  
 
The usefulness of design thinking for innovaƼon processes has been well documented 
(Carlgren et al., 2016; Roth et al., 2020). Originally designed as methodology for product 
development, design thinking has been adapted and adopted to a broader range of 
innovaƼon processes in recent years. While use of different design thinking tools may 
emphasize different qualiƼes and criteria, the design thinking approach has remained more 
or less bounded within the double diamond framework. We find design thinking’s simplicity 
and ubiquity to be advantageous, as it provides simple “scaffolding” on which to test new 
approaches. We recognize, however, that design thinking takes many forms, and the design 
thinking approach discussed in this arƼcle is not the only form of design thinking.  
 
Our case studies illustrate the potenƼal role of systems mapping as an intervenƼon in design 
thinking innovaƼon processes in business and educaƼonal seǈngs. While the main goals of 
these two examples were different, both cases demonstrate how systems mapping can be 
applied to increase understanding and definiƼon of the problem space for sustainability-
oriented innovaƼon. Further, the cases demonstrate that systems mapping methodology can 
be implemented by and provide useful results for parƼcipants in different phases of their 
educaƼon and career and with different levels of background and experience in the problem 
being discussed.  
 
In both cases, systems mapping contributed to a more holisƼc understanding of the problem. 
Our analysis of the systems maps indicates that parƼcipants both expanded the boundaries 
of their problem and, in most cases, included environmental, economic, and social sectors. 
They could also see connecƼons between elements that they hadn’t focused on before, which 
provoked new thinking about the problem. Several groups explicitly idenƼfied tensions and 
interacƼons between individual users and broader segments of society. Though almost none 
of the students in the educaƼon case had previous experience in design thinking or systems 
mapping, 94% reported that the systems mapping workshop was useful or very useful for 
understanding the problem space. As one business case parƼcipant commented, “We saw 
complexity in the issue that we hadn’t seen before, especially as we came from different 
perspecƼves… We saw that we could come to a completely different soluƼon than what we 
had originally thought.”  
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While the primary goal of SSOI has been to set the problem in a systems perspecƼve to 
improve problem definiƼon, we also found that systems mapping contributed to creaƼng a 
shared understanding of a complex problem and aided communicaƼon among team 
members. This is a documented effect of systems mapping (Rouweǆe, Korzilius, Vennix, & 
Jacobs, 2011; Videira et al., 2017), but we argue that this effect is especially valuable in the 
context of SOI, where diversity in background and perspecƼve contributes to a more holisƼc 
problem definiƼon.  
 
In the business case, systems mapping as a communicaƼon tool proved parƼcularly beneficial 
for teams from large companies, where team members typically came from different 
departments, with different backgrounds and responsibiliƼes. These teams in parƼcular 
remarked on the usefulness of the systems map to create a shared understanding of a 
complex problem and generate discussion around how the system funcƼons over Ƽme.  
 
Several student teams also conƼnued to build on and refer to their systems map throughout 
the innovaƼon process. Survey results indicate that 42% of students acƼvely used the systems 
map as a tool for framing discussions within their teams throughout the course. Further, more 
than half the students conƼnued to refer back to the systems map they developed as the 
course progressed and conƼnued to work with an idea that was idenƼfied during the brief 
workshop.  
 
In the business case, both observaƼons during the workshop and interviews confirmed that 
systems mapping was the most cogniƼvely demanding step in the workshop, even with 
facilitator support. ConnecƼng variables and describing relaƼonships was new for most 
parƼcipants, as was the concept of feedback. In the educaƼon case, most students were able 
to quickly get started and work independently in teams. In both cases, facilitators periodically 
“checked in” with groups to ensure they understood and were making progress on the 
systems map. Our experiences indicate that while parƼcipants were able to successfully build 
a systems map in both cases, facilitators trained in systems mapping are needed to support 
teams through the process.  
 
Subsequent to both of the workshops, some teams, both advanced and more inexperienced, 
reported that they planned on, or already had, employed the methodology in other 
sustainability innovaƼon processes. This indicates that parƼcipants were able to internalize 
and gain confidence in the methodology despite receiving only a brief introducƼon. It also 
indicates that parƼcipants idenƼfied a clear value in the perspecƼve and insights that systems 
mapping have to offer SOI. In parƼcular, several interviewees from the business case 
menƼoned the value of having a tool that helped them visualize connecƼons that were oũen 
otherwise not arƼculated.  
 
The SSOI approach has parƼcular relevance to educaƼon. Systems thinking, put into pracƼce 
as systems mapping, lies at the intersecƼon of many modern higher-educaƼon prioriƼes, 
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including training students in collaboraƼon, problem-based learning, and communicaƼng 
across disciplines. We propose that incorporaƼng systems mapping into innovaƼon courses 
will not only improve student-generated projects, but will also strengthen students capaciƼes 
to meet complex, real world challenges outside the university.  
 
These brief (less than two hour) systems mapping intervenƼons allowed parƼcipants to 
clearly see and define the sustainability aspects in their problem definiƼon. ParƼcipants 
valued the actual systems map as a tool for problem definiƼon and a boundary object for 
communicaƼon. They also valued the learning process and capacity building generated 
through creaƼng the map. Though further development and tesƼng is needed, our iniƼal 
results indicate that systems mapping can be a valuable and efficient addiƼon to standard 
design thinking approaches to SOI.  
 

6. Conclusion  

InnovaƼng for sustainability requires a deep understanding of a system and its interacƼons. 
We present SSOI as an approach to advance the research, pracƼce, and implementaƼon of 
SOI pracƼces. Our work demonstrates the potenƼal of this approach to improve problem 
definiƼon for sustainability innovaƼon. Our results also show that parƼcipants valued and 
learned from the SSOI process, and that many planned on incorporaƼng systems mapping 
into future innovaƼon processes. Using SSOI to define the problem space supports 
sustainability aims by enforcing a holisƼc, coherent perspecƼve that connects individuals and 
society.  
 
ParƼcipants confirmed that SSOI is valued as a process for learning and internalizing a systems 
understanding of sustainability as it relates to innovaƼon. As an intervenƼon to standard 
design thinking pracƼces, SSOI requires further study to evaluate how it can be used to 
improve SOI processes and products. Process- and results-based comparisons among various 
SOI approaches would be a significant contribuƼon towards understanding how innovaƼon 
processes relate and contribute to sustainability and systems perspecƼves. In addiƼon, 
developing quality criteria for problem definiƼon in innovaƼon would allow for a standardized 
analysis of results. These are vital next steps if we expect design thinking to be a valuable tool 
to shape innovaƼons for sustainability.  
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-�&I=�C&EJ!&3�-!$-#*"&2�'&-J!& !),'#/! & :$*0#,)&�2&H =)C''.B"6!'.)#)&#$J!'!$-&#$&-J!&)-'+,-+'!&3�'-'*:! &#$&G#%C&DCOC&

E1�&-#0!&,�$)-*$-)&,J*'*,-!'#K!&-J!&)3!! &�2&456&*,,!3-*$,!& :$*0#,)9&5(A.)"$)S.#'.(M.)3.64(T.%)H =)@$!"#(7&"($!)"$)JP-)7)!-&-�&Y&:!*')&-�&
*""�1&2�'&)+2M,#!$-&�/)!'(*-#�$)&�2&'*#$&!(!$-)&1#-J&U.:!*'&'!-+'$&3!'#� 8&*$ &5(A.)"$)@/6!+.)H =)C''.B"6!'.�)5(A.)"$)@/6!+.)H =)C''.B"6!'.)#)&
)!-&-�&NU&:!*')>&*&J*"2&�2&456&"#2!-#0!C&EJ#)&'!Q!,-)&-J!&,�$)# !'*-#�$&-J*-&#-&0*:&-*<!&)�0!&:!*')&-�&!L3!'#!$,!&)-'�$%!'&Q�� )V&J�+)!J�" )&0*:&$!! &-�&
!L3!'#!$,!&0�'!&-J*$&�$!&Q�� &-�&+$ !')-*$ &-J!&#03*,-&�2&456)V&*$ &J�+)!J�" )&$!! &-#0!&-�&* [+)-&-J!#'&/!"#!2)c3!',!3-#�$)&�2&-J!&(*"+!&�2&456&!(!$&
*2-!'&-J!&#03*,-c/!$!M-&�2&456&#)&,"!*'C&

D&J#%J!'&*$-#,#3*-! &,�$-'#/+-#�$&�2&456&-�&I=�&#$ #,*-!)&*&J#%J!'&(*"+!&2�'&-CO)H =)C""#6'"(M.!.00C&EJ#)&'!"*-#�$)J#3&#)&3�'-'*:! &/:&-J!&-*/"!&
2+$,-#�$&7G#%C&DCW8&-J*-&'!Q!,-)&-J!&!)-#0*-! &'!)3�$)#(!$!))&�2&* �3-#�$&3�-!$-#*"&-�&!L3!,-! &456&3!'2�'0*$,!&-J*-&#)&,�00+$#,*-! &-�&-J!&'!)# !$-)&
 +'#$%&* (!'-#)!0!$-&,*03*#%$)C&I+,J&'!"*-#�$)J#3&#)&$!,!))*'#":&*$&!L3!'-&!)-#0*-#�$&-J*-&#$,�'3�'*-!)&*&$+0/!'&�2&#$2�'0! &*))+03-#�$)>&/�-J&
R+*$-#-*-#(!&*$ &R+*"#-*-#(!C&EJ!&+)!&�2&*&-*/"!&2+$,-#�$&#)&*&,�$(!$#!$-&1*:&-�&�3!'*-#�$*"#K!&)+,J&!L3!'-&!)-#0*-#�$C&B�-!&-J*-&-J!&0� !"& �!)&$�-&
 !-!'0#$!&-J!&* �3-#�$&3�-!$-#*">&/+-&+)!)&*& !,#)#�$.0*<!'’)&70+$#,#3*"#-:8&*#0&2�'&*&'!*"#)-#,&* �3-#�$&3�-!$-#*"&*$ &)#0+"*-!)&-J!&-'*[!,-�':&�2&
'!*"#K#$%&-J#)&3�-!$-#*"&*-&(*'#�+)&3�"#,:& !)#%$)C&5$&-J#)&)!$)!>&-J!&-*/"!&2+$,-#�$&2�'&-CO)H =)C""#6'"(M.!.00)#)&*&J!+'#)-#,&-J*-&'!3'!)!$-)&-J!&0!$-*"&
0� !"&�2&0+$#,#3*"#-:C&EJ!&0� !"&-J!$&*))+0!)&-J*-&-J!&* �3-#�$&3�-!$-#*"&,�''!)3�$ )&-�&-J#)&J!+'#)-#,&*$ &!L3"�'!)&-J!& !(#*-#�$&�2&*$&*,-+*"& #22+)#�$&
3'�,!))&2'�0&-J!&* �3-#�$&3�-!$-#*"& '#(!$&/:&-J!&!$ �%!$�+)&* �3-#�$&)-'+,-+'!&�2&-J!&0� !">&1J#,J&#)&!L3�)! &-�&-J!&#03*,-)&�2&3�"#,#!)>&3!'2�'0*$,!&�2&
I=�&#03*,-! &/:&456&* �3-#�$& :$*0#,)&*$ &-J!&!L�%!$�+)&3'!))+'!)&�2&,"#0*-!&),!$*'#�)C&

H =)C""#6'"(M.!.00)#)&*&-:3!&�2&(*'#*/"!&-J*-&#)&-:3#,*"":&'!2!''! &-�&*)&*&“)�2-&(*'#*/"!”C&h�1!(!'>&)#$,!&#-&#)&2�'0+"*-! &#$&-!'0)&�2&3�-!$-#*"&
* �3-#�$&2'*,-#�$>&#-&,*$&/!&!*)#":&'!"*-! &-�&456&,�$-'#/+-#�$&-�&!L,!))&1*-!'&)-�'*%!C&EJ!&-*/"!&2+$,-#�$&*))+0!)&-J*-&456&,�$-'#/+-#�$&/!:�$ &-J!&

*(+�)C,� I-�,<&*$ &Q�1&)-'+,-+'!&�2&456&*,,!3-*$,!&*$ &456&D--'*,-#(!$!))C&&
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!L,!))&1*-!'&#$&-J!&,*-,J0!$-&7*/�(!&NTT]8& �!)&$�-&J*(!&*$&#03*,-&�$&456&*--'*,-#(!$!))C&H$&-J!&�-J!'&J*$ >&-J!&#$-!'(#!1)&1#-J&H)"�&0+$#,#3*"#-:&
)-*<!J�" !')&'!(!*"! &-J*-&OU]&* �3-#�$&2'*,-#�$&#)&,�$)# !'! &-�&/!&)+2M,#!$-&#$&3'�(# #$%&-J!&'!R+#'! &I=�&,*3*,#-:&2�'&U.:!*'&'*#$)C&EJ!'!2�'!>&-J!&
+33!'&/�+$ &(*"+!&2�'&�Dk&456&D--'*,-#(!$!))&#)&)!-&-�&OU]&*$ &,�''!)3�$ )&-�&NTT]&456&F�$-'#/+-#�$&-�&I=�C&EJ!&(*"+!)&2�'&�Dk&456&D--'*,.
-#(!$!))&2�'&"�1!'&(*"+!)&�2&456&F�$-'#/+-#�$&-�&I=�&1!'!&!)-#0*-! &/:&)#0+"*-#$%&-J!&0� !"&#-!'*-#(!":&#$&*&ZT]&+$"#0#-! &)+/)# :&0� !&7$�&
M$*$,#*"&,�$)-'*#$-)&-�&'!*"#K#$%&*&%#(!$&* �3-#�$&3�-!$-#*"8&+$ !'&(*'#�+)&,"#0*-!&),!$*'#�)&7)!!&-J!& #),+))#�$&�$&,"#0*-!&),!$*'#�)&/!"�18C&

H =)C''.B"6!'.)'!"*-#(!&-�&H =)C''.B"6!'.)?#$A)C!"('(B6".%)H =)@$!"#(7&"($!)"$)JP-)#$ #,*-!)&J�1&,"�)!&H =)C""#6'"(M.!.00)*-&*$:&3�#$-&#$&
-#0!&#)&-�&-CO)H =)C""#6'"(M.!.00C&=J!$&H =)C''.B"6!'.) #)&*-&*$-#,#3*-! &,�$-'#/+-#�$>&H =)C""#6'"(M.!.00)-*<!)&#-)&0*L#0+0&(*"+!C&52&H =)
C''.B"6!'.)%�!)&/!"�1&*$-#,#3*-! &,�$-'#/+-#�$>&H =)C""#6'"(M.!.00)#)&/!-1!!$&#-)&0#$#0+0&*$ &0*L#0+0&(*"+!)C&- N)H =)C""#6'"(M.!.00)#)&)!-&-�&
W]&,�''!)3�$ #$%&-�&-J!&"�1!)-&* �3-#�$&'*-!)&�/)!'(! &2�'&456)&*)&*&'!)+"-&�2&* (!'-#)#$%&,*03*#%$)&7IJ#$&���,F*$$>&OTN\8C&

;:& !M$#-#�$>&-J!&1*-!'&)+'3"+)&#)&-J!&!L,!))&'+$�22&'!"*-#(!&-�&!L#)-#$%&3#3!"#$!&,*3*,#-:&#$&-J!&,*-,J0!$-C&EJ!'!2�'!>&-J!&(*'#*/"!&P6".#)J&#B4&0)
,*3-+'!)&3'!,#3#-*-#�$&3'�M"!&-:3#,*"&2�'&-J!&,*-,J0!$-&'!"*-#(!&-�&-J!&I=�&,*3*,#-:&#$&3"*,!&71#-J�+-&456)8C&@RC&DCN&2�'0*"#K!)&-J#)&,�$,!3-+*"#K*-#�$&
�2&1*-!'&)+'3"+)C&

WaterSurplus = RunofffromaRainEvent
PipelineCapacity

7DCN8&

A*#$&!(!$-)&(*':&/:&#$-!$)#-:&*$ & +'*-#�$>&1J!'!&-J!&#$-!$)#-:&#)&,J*'*,-!'#K! &/:&*&'!-+'$&3!'#� &7W.:!*'&'*#$)>&U.:!*'&'*#$)>&!-,C8&*$ & +'*-#�$&#)&
0!*)+'! &#$&-#0!&+$#-)&70#$)8C&EJ!&I=�&):)-!0)&*'!& !)#%$! &7 #0!$)#�$! 8&-�&1#-J)-*$ &*&'*#$&!(!$-&1#-J&*&)3!,#M! &#$-!$)#-:&*$ & +'*-#�$&
,J*'*,-!'#)-#,)C&D&,�00�$&'!2!'!$,!&'*#$&!(!$-&,�00!$)+'*-!&1#-J&FIH&3'�/"!0&#)&_T&0#$&'*#$&1#-J&*&'!-+'$&3!'#� &�2&U&:!*')C&D&0�'!&'�/+)-&I=�&
):)-!0&,*$&/!& #0!$)#�$! &-�&'*#$&1#-J&*&'!-+'$&3!'#� &�2&OT&:!*')>&-J�+%J&456&#$2'*)-'+,-+'!&*"�$!&#)&+$"#<!":&-�&3'�(# !&0!*$#$%2+"&,�$-'#/+-#�$&-�&
)+,J&):)-!0C&

h: '�"�%#,*"&0� !"#$%&�2&-J!&,*-,J0!$-&3'�(# !)&*&1*-!'&)+'3"+)&(*"+!&-:3#,*"&2�'&S'!2)!$.^[!")e)&74#&!-&*"C>&OTOT8C&6+!&-�&"�$%&"#2!-#0!)>&-J!&
3#3!"#$!&,*3*,#-:>&1J#,J&#)&-J!& !$�0#$*-�'&�2&P6".#)J&#B4&0>&,*$&/!&*))+0! &ML! &�(!'&-J!&0� !"’)&-#0!&J�'#K�$C&h�1!(!'>&)#$,!&-J!&3'!,#3#-*-#�$&
3'�M"!&#)&!L3!,-! &-�&/!&#03*,-! &/:&,"#0*-!&,J*$%!>&-J!&$+0!'*-�'&�2&P6".#)J&#B4&0)#)&/�-J&$�-&,�$)-*$-&*$ &+$,!'-*#$C&EJ!&*$-#,#3*-! &!22!,-&�2&
,"#0*-!&,J*$%!&�$&3'!,#3#-*-#�$&#)&,*3-+'! &/:&,"#0*-!&2*,-�')&-J*-&!22!,-#(!":&#$,'!*)!&-J!& #0!$)#�$#$%&'!R+#'!0!$-)&2�'&I=�&):)-!0)C&5$&-J!&,�$-!L-&
�2&@RC&DCN>&*$&*33'�3'#*-!&'!2!'!$,!&'*#$&!(!$-&2�'&OTUT&0#%J-&/!&-J!&�$!&1#-J&J#%J!'&#$-!$)#-:&*$ c�'& +'*-#�$&-J*$&#$&OTOTC&EJ!&J: '�"�%#,*"&
0� !"#$%&#$,�'3�'*-! &,"#0*-!&2*,-�')&#$&-J!#'&*$*":)#)&*$ &3'� +,! &1*-!'&)+'3"+)&),!$*'#�)&2�'&S'!2)!$.^[!")e)&-J*-&,�''!)3�$ &-�&AFX&dCU&*$ &AFX&
\CUC&EJ!&1*-!'&)+'3"+)&),!$*'#�)&1!'!& !(!"�3! &/�-J&2�'&U.:!*'&*$ &OT.:!*'&'*#$&!(!$-)&'!)+"-#$%&#$&2�+'&1*-!'&)+'3"+)&),!$*'#�)C&

I7>7 SF%$IC,.!(,&$�-QRW,C"B$

456&#$)-*""*-#�$)&*'!& '#(!$&/:&-J!&456&D �3-#�$&I-'+,-+'!>&1J#,J&#)&-J!&,�'!&�2&-J!&0� !"C&;!2�'!&*$:&3�"#,:&-J*-&J*)&*$&#03*,-&�$&-J!&*1*'!$!))&*/�+-&
456&#)&#$-'� +,! >&*""&-J!&J�+)!J�" )&�2&-J!&,*-,J0!$-&)#-&#$&-J!&)-�,<&�2&R!6E6#.)L$&0./$4%0)7G#%C&DCd8C&EJ!&)-�,<&#)& !3"!-! &/:&-J!&CE6#.!.00)36".>&
1J#,J&#)&-J!&�$":&*))�,#*-! &Q�1>&)#$,!&0#%'*-#�$&�2&-J!&3�3+"*-#�$&#$&*$ &�+-&�2&-J!&,*-,J0!$-&#)&$�-&,�$)# !'! &#$&-J!&0� !"C&EJ!&D1*'!$!))&A*-!&#)&
2�'0+"*-! &*,,�' #$%&-�&UV�)C�,C&
Awareness Rate = IF(Storm Water Fee > 0)THEN(MAX Awareness Rate)ELSE(
MIN

(
MAX Awareness Rate;Awareness Rate from Advertising + Awareness Rate from Adopters

)) 7DO8&&

Awareness Rate from Advertising =
0+ STEP

(
INIT(Unaware Households)?Fraction of Households for Advertising Pulse;Advertising Pulse Year START

)

−STEP
(
INIT(Unaware Households)?Fraction of Households for Advertising Pulse;Advertising Pulse Year END

) 7DW8&

EJ!&2�'0+"*-#�$&2�'&-J!&CE6#.!.00)36".)#$,�'3�'*-!)&-J!&!22!,-&�2&-J'!!&3'!))+'!)9&-J!&!22!,-&�2&* (!'-#)#$%&7#2&)+/)# #!)&*'!&#$-'� +,! >&-J!&

*(+�)C1� E*/"!&2+$,-#�$&2�'&�*L&456&D--'*,-#(!$!))C&&
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* (!'-#)#$%&*,,�03*$#!)&*&)+/)# :&3'�%'*08>&*1*'!$!))&2'�0&!L#)-#$%&* �3-!')&71�' &�2&0�+-J8&*$ &-J!&!22!,-&�2&)-�'01*-!'&2!!C&52&-J!&)-�'01*-!'&2!!&
#)&#$-'� +,! >&*1*'!$!))&'*-!&#)& !-!'0#$! &/:&-CO)CE6#.!.00)36".>&%#(!$&- N)5(A.)?$#)CE6#.!.00)36".)7,*"#/'*-! &-�&'!Q!,-&-J!&*))+03-#�$&-J*-&
#-&1#""&-*<!&*&:!*'&2�'&*""&-J!&J�+)!J�" )&-�&/!,�0!&*1*'!&*/�+-&456)8&7E*/"!&DO8C&=#-J�+-&I=G>&-J!&CE6#.!.00)36".)#)&-J!&0#$#0+0&�2&-CO)
CE6#.!.00)36".)*$ &-J!&)+0&�2&CE6#.!.00)36".)?#$A)C%M.#"(0(!+)*$ &CE6#.!.00)36".)?#$A)C%$B".#0C&

D)&-J!&J�+)!J�" )&*'!&/!,�0#$%&*1*'!&�2&456)>&-J!:&*'!&)#0+"-*$!�+)":& #)-'#/+-! &*0�$%&-J'!!&%'�+3)&7G#%C&DCd8C&EJ!&J�+)!J�" )&1#-J&#$-'#$)#,&
#$-!'!)-&#$&456)&*$ &)+2M,#!$-":&J#%J&1#""#$%$!))&-�&3*:&7=EX8&/!,�0!&456&* �3-!')&'#%J-&*1*:&*$ &*'!&*  ! &-�&-J!&)-�,<&�2&C%$B".#0)?#$A)C""#6'".%)
-J'�+%J&C%$B"($!)36".)?#$A)P5SC&I#$,!&-J#)&%'�+3&�2&-J!&J�+)!J�" )& �&$�-&$!! &*&M$*$,#*"&#$,!$-#(!&-�&#$)-*""&456>&-J!:&,*$&/!&“!L-'*,-! ” 2'�0&-J!&
CE6#.!.00)36".)*-&*#6'"($!)C%$B"(!+)?#$A)P5SC&5-&#)&-J!)!&J�+)!J�" )&-J*-&,�03'#)!&$70.#M.%)6%$B"($!)#6".0)2'�0&* (!'-#)!0!$-&,*03*#%$)C&

EJ!&'!0*#$#$%&J�+)!J�" )&1#-J#$&-J!&CE6#.!.00)36".)*'!&�2&!#-J!'&�2&-1�&-:3!)9&)�0!&�2&-J!0&J*(!&#$-'#$)#,&#$-!'!)-&#$&456)&/+-&"�1!'&=EX&1J#,J&J*)&
-�&/!&)+33"!0!$-! &1#-J&M$*$,#*"&#$,!$-#(!&-�&�(!',�0!&-J!&“*22�' */#"#-:&/*''#!'” *$ &-J!&�-J!')& �&$�-&J*(!&#$-'#$)#,&#$-!'!)-&#$&456)&*$ &1#""&$�-&
'!)3�$ &-�&*&M$*$,#*"&#$,!$-#(!C&EJ!&M')-&-:3!&#)&*,,+0+"*-! &#$&-J!&)-�,<&�2&CE6#.)C""#6'".%)N$!IC%$B".#0)7CC8&/:&-*<#$%&*&2'*,-#�$&�2&3�-!$-#*"&
* �3-!')&2'�0&-J!&M$*$,#*"&#$,!$-#(!&2'�0&CE6#.!.00)36".C&EJ!)!&$�$.* �3-!')&,*$&!(!$-+*"":&0�(!&#$-�&-J!&)-�,<&�2&D �3-!')&2'�0&D--'*,-! &#2&-J!&
M$*$,#*"&#$,!$-#(!&.&1J!-J!'&2'�0&-J!&)+/)# :&�'&2'�0&-J!&)-�'01*-!'&2!!&.&#)&)+2M,#!$-&-�&�(!',�0!&-J!&“*22�' */#"#-:&/*''#!'”C&EJ!&)!,�$ &-:3!&#)&
*,,+0+"*-! &#$&-J!&)-�,<&�2&CE6#.)N$!IC""#6'".%)7CNC8&/:&-*<#$%&*&,�03"#0!$-&�2&H =)C""#6'"(M.!.00)2'�0&CE6#.!.00)36".C&EJ!)!&$�$.* �3-!')&,*$&
�$":&/!&0�-#(*-! &-�&#$)-*""&456&/:&-J!&)-�'01*-!'&2!!C&G�'&,"*'#-:>&C%$B".#0)?#$A)CNC)*'!&*%%'!%*-! &)!3*'*-!":&2'�0&C%$B".#0)?#$A)C""#6'".%C&

5-&#)&#03�'-*$-&-�&'!,�%$#K!&-J*-&-J!&*""�,*-#�$&�2&*1*'!&J�+)!J�" )&*0�$%&-J!&-J'!!&%'�+3)&#)& �$!&/:&-J!&0� !"&*))+0#$%&-J!&#$#-#*"&�Dk&456&
D--'*,-#(!$!))& *$ &=EX& 70�'!& )3!,#M,*"":>& -J!& #)-'#/+-#�$&�2& -J!&J�+)!J�" )&1#-J& #$-'#$)#,& #$-!'!)-& *'�+$ &*(!'*%!&=EX8C&h�1!(!'>&�$":& -J!&
* �3-#�$&'*-!)&*'!&�/)!'(! C&G�'&!L*03"!>&/!2�'!&DD&*$ &DBD&J�+)!J�" )&/!%#$&* �3-#$%&456)>&*&0+$#,#3*"#-:&*)&*&3�"#,:0*<!'&,*$$�-& #22!'!$-#*-!&
/!-1!!$&-J!&-1�&%'�+3)C&EJ!& #)*%%'!%*-#�$&�2&3�-!$-#*"&* �3-!')&#$-�&-J!&)-�,<)&'!Q!,-)&-J!&*))+0! &+$ !'":#$%& #)-'#/+-#�$&�2&-J!&J�+)!J�" )&#$&
-!'0)&�2&-J!#'&#$-'#$)#,&#$-!'!)-&#$&456)&*$ &=EX&2�'&-J�)!&1J�&!LJ#/#-&)+,J&#$-!'!)-C&

I#$,!&-J!&H =)C""#6'"(M.!.00)#)& :$*0#,&#$&-J!&0� !">&*$:&,J*$%!&#$&H =)C""#6'"(M.!.00)#)&*,,�03*$#! &/:&-J!&,�''!)3�$ #$%&'! #)-'#/+-#�$&�2&
-J!&J�+)!J�" )C&EJ!&"�))&�2&/�-J&* �3-!')&*$ &$�$.* �3-!')&-J*-&'!Q!,-)&"�1!'&H =)C""#6'"(M.!.00)*  )&-�&-J!&)-�,<&�2&CE6#.)N$!IC""#6'".%)-J'�+%J&
?#$A)C%$B".#0) ?#$A)C""#6'".%) "$)CNC)36".)*$ &*#$A)CC) "$)CNC)36".C&EJ!& #$,'!*)!& #$&456&D--'*,-#(!$!))& "!* )& -�&CE6#.)N$!IC""#6'".%)

5674.)C,)
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